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and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations is a project in
which no intelligent person in the modern world can be disinterested.
The task of providing adequate nourishment for all human beings
alive today, and the even greater task of feeding in the years to come
an increasing world population, are recognized as among the major
problems of our day, and there can be no hope of solving them
without the fullest collaboration between scientists, economists,

sociologists, politicians- and farmers.
The aim of the present booklet, which is but one of the contributions
of the World Meteorological Organization to the Campaign, is to
explain the relationships between weather and food production and
hence to show how the science of meteorology can be applied- and
is being applied- in agriculture and fisheries. The language used is
non-technical and it is believed that the material is presented in such a
way as to be suitable for use in educational work of a general nature.
Any reader wishing to learn_ more about this important subject is
invited to consult the bibliography given at the end of the booklet.
National meteorological and agricultural services will no doubt also
be willing to assist in this respect, as indeed is the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations and the World
Meteorological Organization.

D. A.

DAVIES

Secretary-General

World Meteorological Organization
Geneva
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Most of his food comes from plants grown on the land, or from
animals which themselves live by eating plants.
In the final analysis, man is thns a parasite on a vegetable.
In the world of today there are already far too many people who do
not get enough to eat. In the world of tomorrow there will be many
millions more people who require feeding.

IN TR0 DUCT I 0 N

By the end of this century the world population may be double what
it is today.
Food production must be increased to provide sufficient food for the
existing population. To provide for our future population it must
be increased still more.
The land available for food production is not unlimited in extent.
Of the land surface of the globe, nearly half is completely unproductive, because it is too cold, too dry or too high. Of the, remainder
only half could be classed as good agricultural land. If the area is
limited the yields must increase.
The yield of food depends on four main factors, the nature of the
seed, the nature of the soil, the nature of the climate and the intelligence of man. The weather is all-important, for in the words of the
Danish proverb The harvest depends more on the year than the
field.

The meteorologist is concerned with the weather and climate and
their effects on food production. His duties in the campaign towards
freedom from hunger are to make sure that all his knowledge of these
matters is put at the disposal of the agricultural scientist and the
farmer.

The following pages will cover a brief survey of the effects of weather,
the effects of mankind in making use of the weather or influencing
it to his advantage, and our hopes for the future.
This future will demand the application of all our scientifie Knowledge
and will involve better and more extensive understanding and
co-operation between all ranks of men and all nations.
Food is an international need; science is an international asset. Now
is the time for the science of the weather to play its part in the fulfil-

position of the sun in the heavens. Not only is the time of day evident
from the sun, but also in most areas, the time of year can be deduced.
The time of year is very important to a plant or animal which is
growing without human interference and thus it is not surprising that
both often react to such a phenomenon as length of day which
provides them with their calendar.
To start a review of the influence of nature on the facts of food
production it is thus convenient to consider the variations of daylength which occur in the world; they are simply a function of
latitude and time of year. Near the Equator the day-length is much
the same all the year round and is approximately of 12 hours duration.
At the other extreme, at the North and South Poles, the day is
24 hours long at midsummer and there is no daylight at all at midwinter. At a latitude of SOON or S, the summer day is about 16 hours
long and the winter day less than half this length (see Figure 1).

•

The facts
The influence
of nature

•

1
LENGTH
OF DAY

Plants grow under the day-length conditions of their own latitude and
some of them need a long day before, for example, they can change
frmn leaf production to seed formation; others need short days, so
that if they are transferred to another latitude they may not get the
length of day conditions that they require to complete their life cycle.
Some plants are neutral to day-length, and it is as well that such
plants do exist because near the Equator there can be no yearly
control imposed by a day which does not vary in length. Such neutral
plants are not only confined to equatorial regions, but a long-day
plant cannot produce seed if grown at the Equator.
Day-length alone may be insufficient to determine the growth behaviour of plants, as temperature also may be involved, but it does
impose a clear-cut restriction on the wholesale transference of a plant
species from one country to another. Plants have to be selected or
bred which will grow under the limitations imposed by the variations
in length of day.
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Variation of day-length
throughout ~he year at the
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HEAT
AND LIGHT

because the sun is also the external supply of energy which it radiates
to the Earth in the form of heat and light. This energy has to be used
in heating the Earth and all things above and below it, and it is also
used in part by plants in the process of photosynthesis. The sun's
energy thus not only produces the conditions under which growth can
take place but also takes part in the process.
If there were nothing between the Earth and the sun in the form of
air, ozone, carbon dioxide, haze and so forth, it would be a matter
of simple calculation to iind the daily intensity of incoming solar
energy. This would depend on the angle at which the sun's ray hit
the Earth, the length of day and the distance to the sun. We are all
aware of the general effect for by the feel of the sun's rays on our
cheeks we can tell that it is warmer in summer than in winter, unless
we live within the tropics where it is warm all the year round. What
is not generally realized however is that more energy could be received
during the 24 hours of midsummer day near the Pole than anywhere
else in the world on any single day.
If, for example, we took the average possible daily insolation on the
Equator as 100, we should find that the total incoming energies that
could be received at various times and in various latitudes wme :
Date

Place

March 22

June 21

Sept. 20

Dec. 20

105
99
82
54

93
110
117
115
126

104

99
71

Equator
20'N
40'N
60'N
N. Pole

3

99
82
55
2

38

6
0

At the Equator the sun is strongest at the equinoxes when it is immediately overhead at midday. Elsewhere in the world it is strongest at
midsummer (see Figure 2).
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Daily insolation arriving at
the outer limits of the earth's
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These figures, however, only apply to the strength of the sun before
it is lessened by the effects of the Earth's atmosphere. The extent to
which it is lessened depends on the length of passage of the sun's rays
through the atmosphere and is therefore greatest when the sun is
near the horizon and least when it is overhead. With no clouds
present and only taking into account the loss of energy through the
air, we then get maximum incoming light and warmth between 20°
and 40' latitude at midsummer and a maximum (as before) at the
Equator in March and September (see Figure 3).
This energy, as we have said before, comprises both light and heat,
both of which are necessary for growth. How the plant (or the animal)
uses this energy is a very complicated matter but a meteorologist is
primarily concerned in where and when it can be used ; he can only
help other scientists such as physiologists, to find out how and why
it is used.
Once we have to consider the actual radiation received by the surface
of the earth we leave the realm of calculation and have to start
observing and measuring. Clouds, which are composed of water
drops or ice crystals (or both) are obviously a major obstacle, but
water vapour in the air also has an effect and so have other gases in
the air, as well as solid particles of dust, sand or smoke.
It is always difficult for the non-scientist to appreciate the effect of
invisible things such as water vapour. To him, all blue skies look
almost the same and should, in his estimation, be equally transparent
to the sun's rays. Nevertheless all blues are not the same blue, the
skies of the Mediterranean or the tropics are not the same as those
of the more northern or southern latitudes. The damper the air, that
is to say, the greater its moisture content, the less heat it will transmit.
By this argument the transmission ought to be best over dry desert
area, but here there is another compensating factor, namely the
presence of light sand dust. This dust is not only lifted into the air
during violent sandstorms, but also on a smaller scale by the rising
sand which the day-time winds create and which occurs almost
every day. The result of this will be appreciated by anyone who has
ever lived at places such as Aden where to sunbathe in the morning
when dust is absent would result in severe burns, but in the afternoon
when there is almost always a dust-haze present, it is much safer for
human beings to expose their skin to the sun.
City smoke is another interceptor of light and heat, quite apart from
the noxious effects of smoke pollution. The dirty nature of the

Daily amount of insolatior
received at the surface of
earth if the atmosphere
transmits 60 per cent of th
total radiation at normal
incidence, at the Equator,
40°N and 80°N

Figure

Mean cloudiness (in tenl

.t<rom an mrcratt It 1s possible to see the smoke plumes tram such
sources of pollution for many kilometres downwind so that althongh
the effect in the immediate vicinity of the source is large and obvious,
the smaller effect persists over a much more extensive area.
Cities and deserts, however, still cover only a relatively small part
of the land area of the world and the main obstacle to incoming
energy is the clouds, so that the duration of bright sunshine is a,
meteorological observation of first importance, even though the
exact measurement of total radiation and light is a more precise
factor.
It must also be remembered that although we have tried to find the
net energy reaching the surface, this is not a net gain because the
Earth itself is sending out radiations and in any case it does not absorb
all that it receives. It rejects some of the incoming rays by reflecting
them; a snow cover, for example, reflects almost all the radiation it
receives, which explains why winter sport enthusiasts can enjoy sun
bathing and ski-ing at one and the same time- their skin welcomes
the heat of the sun while the piste spurns it.

3

ClOUDS AND
SUNSHINE

Provided that sufficient water vapour is present, clouds are formed in
rising air and disperse in descending air. The best example of this is
the formation of clouds when damp air ascends over a mountain
range, and the clearance of clouds as it descends on the lee-side.
The more universal cause of clouds is the less obvious case of ascending air in a low pressure area. Ascending air also tends to cause the
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connected.
If we look at climatological maps of mean cloudiness for January and
July certain major differences are to be seen. In the northern winter,
the cloudiest areas, hence those with least sunshine and a smallest
proportion of incident radiation, are to be found in the north-east
Pacific, Newfoundland, north-west Russia and Japan, in all of which
·areas more than three-quarters of the sky is generally covered by
cloud. The least cloudy areas are North Africa, Arabia, India and
Burma, where the average cloud amount is less than a quarter of the
whole sky and so offers very little obstacle to the rays of the sun.

January is the midsummer month of the southern hemisphere, and
there we find least cloud in Chile, South Africa, equatorial Africa,
and central Australia. Most cloud is to be found in eastern South
America, Cape Horn and New Guinea (see Figure 4).
In July, the northern summer, the general cloud amount is less than
in winter although the cloudiest areas in winter show only a small
change, the most summer clouds still being in the Aleutians, the
Faroes, northern Russia and south-east Japan. The cloud-free
areas are considerably enlarged, especially in North Africa, the
Mediterranean, and south-west Asia. The subcontinent of India
shows the greatest change, from having been a clear area in winter
it is now one of the most cloudy, especially in the north-east on the
border with Burma.

central iSouth Africa, and central and northern Australia ; most cloud

is experienced in southern Chile and in Colombia (see Figure 5).
Presence of cloud, however, is only a disadvantage in latitudes where
the sun is weak. In areas where the sun is strong it not only reduces

the strength to levels which are still acceptable for growth, but also
promises or brings rain which is always needed in reasonable amounts

to enable growth to proceed.
The act of growth in plants involves a loss of water from the leaves by
transpiration, and the rate at which this takes place is influenced by
the energy received from the sun. In the simplest possible terms the
basic problem of plant growth is thus a balance between heat falling
on the surface of the leaves, and the water vapour leaving them. To
supply this water vapour a plant pumps up water from its roots.
To live and grow in any climate a plant must not only have
access to such soil water but also be able to pump it to the leaves
fast enough to stop overheating. The rain must replenish the soil with
the moisture that the plants extract.

4
RAIN

Plant climatology must pay special attention to the balance between
radiation and rain, for reasons which we have explained in a simplified
manner in the last chapter. The usual method of representing the
rainfall climate is by means of an average annual total and this
method has the merit of simplicity but the disadvantage of concealing
many of the important qualities. The total annual amount does not
tell us at what time of the year the rain is likely to fall and to what
extent it can be relied upon.
To be useful for plant growth, as distinct from man's use, rain must

Figure 5
Mean cloudiness (in tenths

fall when it is needed. A plant has access only to the moisture which
is extractable from the soil within the range of its roots. When this
reservoir is exhausted the plant will wilt and possibly die, so that the
reserve has to be replenished at frequent intervals because it contains
only a relatively small amount of water. A plant needs moisture most
when the sun is strong and also at certain periods of its development
such as when a fruit is swelling. Rainfall therefore must be considered
in greater detail than as an annual average if we are to appreciate its
value to plants; annual totals are only an inadequate preliminary
guide.
Such detail cannot be dealt with here but a simplified picture can
be obtained if we link rainfall with low pressure areas and consider
the main features of pressure distribution around the world.
As a very general picture the sequence of pressure belts from pole
to pole is as follows :
High around the North Pole
Low in the temperate latitudes
High around the tropics
Low around the Equator and similarly high-low-high to the South
Pole.
In January the northern high is more extensive than in July and more
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northward (see Figure 6).
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Combining the two pictures we get
July

January

I

I
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

(north of about 70°N)
65-70'N
45-65'N
35-45'N
20-35'N
10-20'N
05-lO'N

high
low
low
high
high
low
low

high
high
low
low
high
high
low

and similarly as a mirror image through the southern latitudes to
the South Pole. We can now translate this pressure pattern into
rainfall :
Zone I
High pressure all the year round, very little precipitation and what
there is will probably be snow. The prospects for agriculture are
clearly very poor without extensive material and artificial aids.

N aoo

sum m€

high

Zone 2
Winter high with any precipitation as snow; summer low accompanied
by rain and thaw conditions. The prospects for agriculture are again
poor although conditions are generally slightly better than in Zone I.
To produce much food this zone must also be reinforced with special
aids to ameliorate the climate or take the most advantage from a
limited favourable period for growth.
Zone 3
(a) In low pressure zones both winter and summer. Rain all the
year round, with cool temperature conditions. Generally favourable
for growth.
(b) In low pressure zones both winter and summer, but during the
latter season may have long dry periods some years when the high
pressure zone generally to the south is further north than usual.
Winter rains and summer conditions occasionally on the dry side.
Generally favourable for growth.
The countries within Zone 3 quite often attain the highest yields of
farm produce. Their climate tends to avoid the dangerous extremes
of too wet or too dry, too cold or too hot.

Northe1

N

soo

N

4oo

N

2oo

low

high

Equator

low

8 200
high

8 400

s soo

low
high

Zone 4
(a) Winter low with rains, summer high with little or no rain at all.

Good temperature conditions encourage growth but either the crops
must be able to withstand the summer drought or be extensively
irrigated when very high yields can be obtained, otherwise cropping
is restricted to the rainy season and a relatively short period immediately following.
(b) Winter low with less dependable rains as the pressure sometimes
•

•

1

•

•
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Figun
Simplified version of m:
zones of the wo

press~re

extremely d!lt!cult owmg to lack ot sml mOisture.
Zone 5
High pressure winter and summer with little chance of rain at any
time of the year. This is the desert zone and agriculture becomes
impossible except near oases where water is available for irrigation
(see Figure 7).
Zone 6
(a) Winter high with no rain, summer on the fringe of low pressure

area with sparse and undependable rains. Difficult growing conditions due to lack of soil moisture ; similar to 4(b).
(b) Winter high, with no rain, summer low pressures with rains.
This is the reverse picture to 4(a) but the temperatures are higher in
the wet periods.

Northern
winter
high

ZONE 1
ZONE 2

(')

low

ZONE 3
(b)

(')

ZONE4
(b)
high

ZONE 5

(e)
ZONE 6
(b)
low

ZONE 7

(')

ZONE 6
(b)
high

ZONE 5

(')

ZONE 4
(b)
(o)
ZONE3
(b)

low
high

ZONE2
ZONE1

Zone 7
Both winter and summer this area is subject to the heavy rains of the
equatorial low pressure areas. It is usually a zone of heavy natural
vegetation called tropical rain forest. The heavy excessive rain
presents great difficulties to agriculture especially because of its effect
on the soil and its level of fertility.
This pattern is, of course, over-simplified, but it fits the actual picture
in western Europe and North Africa quite well. For example,
Scotland, southern Norway and central Sweden fit into Zone 3(a);
Ireland, England and Wales, Denmark, the Low Countries and much
of northern France fall into Zone 3(b). Further south, Zone 4(a)
includes most of the countries on the northern shores of the Mediterranean; Zone 4(b) includes those on the southern shores. Zone 5
covers the Sahara desert and Zone 6 the countries lying on its southern
fringe. Zone 7 is the jungle area of central Africa.
The simple pattern is subject to two main modifications. One is due to
the presence of high hills or mountains which tend to increase the
rainfall over the high ground and give rise to drier areas on the side
away from the prevailing winds. The other and greater modification
is due to the different behaviour of land and sea masses. On the
eastern side of the large Europe-cum-Asia land area this effect
completely disorganizes the simple pattern we have described. This
leads to a monsoon type of climate in which the winds tend to blow
from one direction for half the year and from the opposite direction
for the other half. These winds tend to be rain-bearing if they blow
over the land after having been blowing over the sea ; they tend to be
dry if they have had a long land track and especially if they have
blown over high mountains.
For example in winter, the winds blow from the north-west out of
eastern Russia into China and in this area they are dry. A similar
wind blowing across the sea to Japan brings rain to the north-west
coast. The winds then turn south-westwards over the China Seas and
the consequent north-east winds bring rain to the eastern coasts of
southern Asia. These winds are still blowing in this direction when
they cross India but they have now exhausted their ability to create
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In summer these winds blow in the reverse direction. Over the East

lndies they are south-east winds off the Pacific and are rain-bearing.
Turning right-handed they are south-west winds over India, bringing
the wet monsoon. These dry out beyond the north-east border and
bring very little rain to south-east Asia, but becoming south-east
again over the China Seas they bring the wet season to south-east
Japan and the mainland of China.
Although this simplified picture attempts to deal with the seasonal
weather pattern, the question of the dependability of rainfall is still
only partly explained. As a general rule the less the rainfall average,
the less the dependability, but it is not quite so simple as that because
it all depends on the critical need for rain determined by the heat of
the sun. It is when the rain falls below this critical value that drought
conditions occur and loss of crop follows. The important aspect of
variability is therefore the number of times this critical value is not
reached or in other words, the rains fail. The critical value depends
both on the sun and the crop so that the dependability question must
be considered afresh for each crop and each area.

Figure 7
Distribution of arid
homoclimates in the easter
hemisphere prepared for
UNESCO by Peveril Meig

SNOW

are atmospnenc processes taKtng place wntcn onng aoout preCiptta~
tion and if the air near the surface is cold enough. The incidence of
snow is of great importance to human beings in general and to
transport and agriculture in particular. The climate of snow and
snow cover is therefore of great significance when considering the
production of food.
The interference with road and rail transport is important to farmers
because it impedes the supply of food to the consumer and to a
lesser extent the supply of food for animals to the farm. This effect,
however, is only temporary and snow has more important effects in
regard to the length of time it covers the fields and the floods it might
produce when it finally melts.
In one way snow cover is beneficial to agriculture because underneath
a snow cover the soil remains relatively warm. As the Russian
proverb says Corn is as comfortable under snow as an old man in a
fur coat. The earth beneath snow is cold but rarely becomes
thoroughly frozen as the snow acts as an insulator and prevents the
penetration of frost. Autumn sown crops can suffer far greater
damage if freezing weather occurs without snow. Once snow has
fallen, there can be very low temperatures above the snow cover
without the crops beneath the snow experiencing anything much
worse than temperatures near freezing point.
A snow cover can provide a form of water storage in that when it
does melt it may do so slowly and so enable the water to infiltrate into
the soil. To do this the thaw must come from beneath, in which
the inner warmth of the deeper soil is spreading upwards ; water
cannot penetrate frozen soil. This source of soil moisture is very
important on the northl'rn plains of Canada and the U.S.S.R.
In hilly country if the thaws are rapid, and this is quite a commonplace occurrence in lower latitudes, the bulk of the water does not
seep into the soil but runs off the surface and causes flooding which
can do great damage to the agricultural industry.
On the other hand a slow or normal thaw over high mountain areas,
sometimes far removed from productive land, provides a steady
supply of water to the lowland streams and rivers in spring and early
summer in many countries. This thaw-flow arises at a time of the
year when local rainfall may be deficient and can be used in hydroelectric schemes, for irrigation or for domestic and farm supplies.
The mountain reservoir of frozen water is thus of great value; nature
t',-,,-.t
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some wild animals can be said to be accustomed to such conditions.
The duration of snow cover depends on three main factors : the
latitude, the distance from any area of relatively warm sea, and the
height above sea level. The effects of this last factor are illustrated
by the heights above which the snow cover never disappears, known
as the snow-line. In Norway near 70oN latitude, the snow-line is
about 1,000 metres. In Africa, on Kilimanjaro near the Equator,
the height is over 6,000 metres.
Winter conditions over large land masses are much more severe than
in smaller countries close to or surrounded by the sea. The winter
snow cover therefore extends much further south over the U.S.S.R.
than over the countries on the western seaboard of Europe.

There is a large amount of information available about air temperatures in vario.us parts of the world. It is true that these temperatures
are not exactly the same as those experienced by plants and animals,
but they are useful to describe climate areas with reference to plants
and their growth. The justification for this is possibly the availability
of the data rather than its strict validity. In other words, if you don't
know what you want or can't get what you want in regard to meteorological records, you do the best you can with what you can get.
This is not to say that temperature does not affect plant growth or
animal behaviour, but that it is not the only factor. We have already
indicated that the energy received and the soil moisture available are
other very critical factors. Temperature alone is also critical at
certain values. For example, some plants at certain stages of their
life die if the temperature falls much below freezing point. Some will
not grow at all unless the temperature is higher than a certain minimum value (often taken as 6°C (42°-43°F) for many temperate crops).
Some will not grow unless they have been previously subjected to a
degree of cold. Although growth cannot be completely explained or
expressed in terms of temperature alone, we can use details of
temperature climate to indicate areas suitable or unsuitable for
certain varieties of crop.
The temperature of any place depends on two main factors ; one is the
balance between incoming heat from the sun and the outgoing
radiation from the Earth, and in this profit-and-loss account the
nature of the Earth's surface is important; the other is the previous
history of the air, ,or the temper~lure of the area·from which the air
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It is for this last reason that most climate maps show average tempera-

tures reduced to sea level because otherwise the lines of equal
temperature would follow closely the contour lines of equal height.
The change of mean temperature across the world varies more quickly
with change of vertical height than it does with change of horizontal
distance. If we allow for this change with height the pattern of
temperature closely follows the pattern of the heat of the sun with
one major modification. Land warms up and cools down more
quickly than the sea. Therefore land is warmer than the sea in
summer and colder than the sea in winter. As a result any country
which is subject to onshore winds tends to have a cooler summer and
a milder winter than might be expected from its latitude alone.
Conversely big changes in summer to winter conditions are likely to
be experienced in large continents away from the Equator.
If we examine the average temperatures (reduced to sea level to avoid
the height effects) as shown on world maps in the month of January,
it is clear that a large part of the northern hemisphere has temperatures
at that time of the year which are too cold for plant growth. The
ooc line runs along a line about latitude 38"-42°N through Asia,
passing north of the Black Sea to somewhere near the SwitzerlandGermany border. Thence it turns northward west of Berlin to the
coast of Norway, bending westwards across southern Iceland to
New York, thence across the North American continent to the coast
of Alaska. Two points must be remembered, one is that high ground
south of this line can have equally low average temperatures and that
in about half the Januarys this isotherm will be even further to the
south. A reasonably accurate way of thinking of meteorological
averages is to consider that half the time conditions are better and
half the time conditions are worse. They express mean conditions
and not limiting conditions.
The coldest areas in January in the inhabited world are in northern
Siberia and the warmest conditions in the northern hemisphere lie
close to the Equator. In the southern hemisphere it is summer and
the centres of the three main land masses, South America, South
Africa and Australia have mean monthly temperatures in the order of
30'C. The presence of high ground over much of Brazil causes a
reduction from the value of the actual mean temperatures experienced,
but very high day temperatures are experienced over the Kalahari
desert of South Africa and in the heart of Australia (see Figure 8).
In July there is a very different picture, especially in the northern
hemisphere, when the ooc line has almost left all the land areas
except Greenland. The highest temperatures are now over the
Sahara and the desert areas of south-west Asia. Because of the large
sea areas of the southern hemisphere the winter cold advances a much
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than those in the north (see Figure 9).
To interpret all these data in terms of agricultural potential is not
easy, but attempts are often made to extract the average length of
growing season. Where temperature is a limiting factor this can be
fairly simple if we select an arbitrary temperature level, such as 6°C
or 42°F, below which growth is assumed to stop and count the number
of days between the time the mean temperature passes above this level
in spring and falls below it in the autumn. Growth between these

Figure
January mean sea le'
temperature in (

realistic factor can be obtained from the time between the average
latest frost in spring and the first frost of autumn. As frosts are very
local in their occurrence, the accuracy of this second factor could be
doubtful, especially if attempts are made to show the results graphically.
Where soil moisture is the limiting factor for growth, the length of
the rainy season plus the period when the soil retains the rain determines the growing season. As a general rule, however, consideration

of extreme conditions rather than mean values is likely to produce

locatton ot crops. ·1 ne tact that It never gets too cola or never gets

too hot or never gets too dry too frequently in certain well-defined
areas means that agriculture can be carried on without the risk of
crippling losses.
To assess the favourability of temperature conditions within a growing
period, many workers have used a system of accumulated temperatures, sometimes erroneously called heat units. This factor is a
product of the excess temperature over a minimum value (often 42'F)
and the length of time in days. One day with a mean temperature

Figure
July mean sea lev
temperature in c

over a period of time to form a simple measure of weather conditions.
Because they have no fundamental meaning such values can only be
used tentatively and empirically, but they have been found to be of
some practical use. Interpreted graphically, they are, of course, the
area bounded by a temperature-time curve. They are easy to calculate
and so provide an initial approach to the problem, but they can never
give the final answer.
The diurnal range of temperature, that is to say the difference between
the maximum by day and the minimum by night, is also important
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Another aspect of temperature, which is often ignored, is the temperature of the soil. There are far more details of air temperature
available than there are details of soil temperature. At least in the
early stages of a plant's life, when it is a seed which has been sown,
the soil temperature is all-important, and even at the later stages the
temperatures round the roots affect growth and production. Soil
temperatures vary annually and diurnally in the same manner as air
temperatures, but are considerably affected by local conditions, such
as the type of soil, its moisture content and so on. Heavy soils warm
up more slowly but low temperatures at night are more common over
light soils.
The effect of temperature on the farmer and his workers must always
be considered in relation to the regions suitable for agriculture. Men
can stand cold temperatures almost as well as animals and better than
plants, but at the other extreme the position is different. Animals,
plants and human beings undergo stress in hot climates. Man cannot
work under such circumstances at the same intense rate as he can in
more temperate climates.

DISASTERS

effects on limiting the possibilities for agriculture than average conditions. It is therefore important to consider which areas are subject
to major meteorological disasters. While these can hardly be said to
include earthquakes or volcanic eruptions, they do include tropical
storms, tornadoes, floods, heavy hail or thunderstorms, dust storms

and forest or prairie fires.
These disasters can not only cause loss of human life and damage to
existing crops but a devastated area may take several years to get
back into full agricultural production. Man's defences against such
extreme conditions are either very flimsy or non-existent and any

form of agriculture has to accept them as inevitable. Food production
must be reliable if people are not to suffer hunger. Meteorological
disasters of this type make reliability an impossibility.

Figure 10
Principal world regions
of tropical cyclones

Tropical storms, variously known as cyclones, hurricanes or typhoons,

occur in well-defined areas at certain seasons of the year but they are

very variable in their incidence. Fortunately for agricul!ure they
expend most of their energies over the seas, but when they hit the
coast or islands they do enormous damage as the winds they create
often exceed 160 km/hr and further damage is done by the sea which
invades the land under the force of such winds.

The encroaching desert
Sand on the move is almost
beyond the powers of man's
rP · .. l'l

P ~

They are most common in the China Seas and are liable to affect all
the islands in that area as well as coastal zones from Thailand to
Japan. Another bad area is the Bay of Bengal and surrounding

coast and the tip of southern California. Such storms also occur in
the western Indian Ocean around Madagascar, and on the north-east
and north-west coasts of Australia (see Figure 10).

thunderstor1
(percentage of days on whi
thunderstorms occu
October~ Mar

The area affected by an individual storm may be hundreds of kilometres in diameter, but the tornadoes, which also bring very violent
winds, are much smaller in area and may affect only a narrow belt
less than 2 km wide along their track. These occur over land and are
most common over the southern United States of America east of the
Rocky Mountains. They too are revolving systems of extremely
strong winds, forming over land, moving slowly for a distance of
about 40 km after which they tend to die away, although some have
persisted over 500 km. They can do a very great deal of damage to
agriculture and often cause considerable loss of life. They produce
winds of up to 320 km/hr and quite large objects such as stacks of hay
can be lifted off the ground and scattered over the surrounding
country. They occur during the heat of a summer afternoon but are
very haphazard in their occurrence. Despite the small area they
affect, tornadoes are the most violent form of meteorological disturbance.
Floods occur in most countries except those where no rain falls at all.
They are generally worst where large rivers such as the Yang-tsze-
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Kiang in China are involved. Their damage to agriculture is considerable because they occur over the most fertile lands in the flood
plains of the rivers. In the extreme floods, livestock, crops, farm
buildings and humans can be swept away and little can be done to
withstand the immense power of millions of tons of flood water.

Figure 11
Average frequency of
thunderstorms
(percentage of days on which
thunderstorms occur),

The dangers of damage due to hail or thunder can be considered
together because heavy hail is formed almost exclusively in severe
thunderstorms. On the other hand not all thunderstorms are accompanied by hail. Hail damages crops by sheer physical bombardment,
and although much of the hail which causes this damage is of no
great size, it is possible for hailstones to weigh over 2 kg. Large
hailstones can kill quite large animals as well as cause damage to
buildings, especially those built of glass. Hailstorms do not last for
very long at any one place, but long enough to cause disaster.
Furthermore they tend to persist, and travel over long distances
leaving behind them a trail of damage. This trail can be 10 to 15 km
wide and a hailstorm has been known to travel over 800 km and
affect more than one country in the process. It has even been suggested that the hailstorm which did enormous damage in France in
July 1788 caused such distress that it hastened the outbreak of the

crop damage can occur in most agricultural areas. Heavy hail is
most likely in hot seasons, especially in areas where heavy thunderstorms are common. It is not surprising that most hail occurs around
latitude 10°N in the April to September period, and about 8°S in
the October to March period, although the whole of the northern
hemisphere from 20°N to 50°N has a high summer risk of hail.

The major risk of thunderstorms is often thought to be damage due
to lightning strokes which can kill cattle sheltering under trees or
standing near a metal fence, but to agriculture, less obvious but more
serious damage is done by the intensity of the rain which damages
soil structure and accelerates the process of erosion and by forest
fires caused by the lightning. The heavy rain also beats cereal crops
to the ground and can handicap or even ruin a harvest.
Thunderstorm frequencies again are greatest near the Equator,
especially in Africa and in south-east Asia, Sumatra and the East
Indies. In the subtropics, the West Indies and the south-eastern
states of the U.S.A. also have a high frequency of occurrence in the
summer months. Thunderstorms are far less frequent in the northern
hemisphere in winter and cause very little damage to the few overwintering crops. In the southern hemisphere summer, the belt of
highest frequencies moves southward away from the Equator to
about 20°S (see Figures 11 and 12).
Thunder and hail are clearly of most danger to tender crops such as
fruit or vines, and the critical factor is that one storm and one only
can ruin the work of a whole year. These climatic accidents are
again more important than climatic normals.
Dust storms are, in simple words, thunderstorms with dust replacing
or reinforcing the cloud particles. They occur on the fringe of deserts
and make cultivation difficult in areas where climate conditions are
already near the limit. Dust storms and the more common but less
intense conditions of rising dust create wide-scale serious problems
of soil erosion with far-reaching effects on the agricultural potential
of the area. The danger has been summed up in the sentence "Two
things are unconquerable in the long run, sand and snow, and sand
is a kind of snow that never melts".
Fire under control is a great benefit to mankind, fire out of control is
a terrifying menace. Fires in large cities can usually be brought
under control but fires in wide agricultural areas can devastate huge
areas and often only die out of their own accord or following a
favourable change of wind or weather.
Fires over prairies or savannah country may even do a limited amount
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grasses, but even so they have destroyed animal food which should
have been used and they also cause other long-term effects which are
unfavourable to planned agriculture. Forest fires, on the other hand,
cause a great deal of damage and can, in a few days, destroy the growth
of decades or even centuries. They are particularly severe in forests
where the trees are easily inflammable, such as pine or fir trees, or
the "gums" of Australia. Apart from the loss of timber, both animals
and humans can be caught by the fire and killed.
Fires can occur at any time during a dry season, especially when
temperatures are high or when lightning is frequent. In extreme cases,
a state of spontaneous combustion may be reached. No one who
has never experienced a forest or prairie fire can really imagine the
feeling of helplessness against the forces of nature which they inspire,
and the same could be said of all major meteorological disasters.

8
PESTS
AND
DISEASES

Pests and diseases are not, of course, meteorological. Nevertheless
the climate and the weather practically control the existence and
virulence of these enemies to food production, so that both must be
considered as an influence of nature on the conditions which determine yields. Although it is always dangerous to generalize, pests are
probably most serious in tropical climates, and diseases under more

temperate conditions. Nevertheless both are factors which have to
be assessed in all areas before the agricultural potential can be determined.
Pests and diseases know no natural boundaries, they require no
passports to travel from one country to another, and even the most
stringent quarantine regulations sometimes fail to prevent their
emigration. Every crop and every animal is susceptible to one or
more major disease and although resistent varieties can sometimes

be found by careful breeding the process is a slow one.
Bread being the staff of life for a large proportion of mankind, the
diseases of cereals are of great importance. The disease known as
black rust, for example, has caused very large losses in wheat crops
in North America and also in Australia, and there are other diseases
such as take-a// or eye-spot which attack the roots of cereals and
have seriously reduced yields in many areas. The chief disease of
potatoes, known as potato blight, affects yields in every part of the
world in which potatoes are grown.
There are many other examples that could be mentioned ; the mildew
which attacks vines is a major hazard to wine production, coffee is
attacked by a rust disease and blister-blight affects the tea crop.

spread by the transport of spores but by the agency of msects such
as aphids. Sugar beet and potatoes are two typical crops which are
attacked in this manner. Certain types of weather favour the growth
of aphids and they spread the disease as they feed on the leaves of
the plants.
Another insect, the tse-tse fly, spreads cattle disease (trypanosomiasis)
in a similar way all over large areas of Africa. Problems of animal
disease and their dependence on the weather are as yet largely unexplored. The damage done by such attacks each year in every country
is enormous and sets a brake on production which must be removed.
Perhaps the most well-known pest to agriculture is the locust, and the
invasion of a locust swarm can eat every green leaf in a large area in

a matter of hours. The extent of the damage can only be comprehended by those who have experienced it.
It is not only the smallest members of the animal kingdom that are

inimical to food production. Rabbits lowered the grass and grain
production of Australia for many years until they were attacked by
disease. This was one of the few occasions when, on balance, a
disease actively helped mankind.
Larger and wilder animals damage crops on the fringe of uncultivated
areas and have to be eliminated or confined in nature reserves. Even

domestic animals sometimes do more harm than is realized at the
time. Much of the de-afforestation and soil erosion of the Middle
East is due to the omnivorous appetites of goats and camels.
Nature in the raw is seldom mild, and man's intervention in the

remorseless battle has led to some queer results. Often when he tries
to eliminate one pest he encourages another, or kills at the same time
an insect which is beneficial to man. An animal which does no great
harm in one country may become a serious pest if inJ:roduced elsewhere. If the climate is such that it greatly favours the increase in
numbers of any non-productive animal, such an animal must sooner

or later become a pest unless it has natural enemies which will
control the increase.

Pests and diseases also attack humans; the plague known as The
Black Death which crippled European agriculture for over a century
was carried by rats. Malaria is carried by mosquitoes, cholera
epidemics are still killing thousands, the list is almost endless. Human
health, animal health and plant health are all problems with which
modern science has to fight and weather is a contributory factor
throughout. The existence of the numerous pests and diseases over
wide areas restricts food production and their removal would enable

SOILS

the possible yield of crops. These qualities are a result of the action
of the weather and the management of man ; either can be helpful,
either can be harmful, although no agricultural system can persist
for long if natural conditions are- hostile and man's management is

incompetent.
There is a very close connexion between the soil and the type of
vegetation which grows naturally upon it. The soil exercises a control
on the vegetation and the vegetation affects the soil. For example,
forest soils tend to be deficient in fertility in the upper layers. The
trees obtain their nutrients from the lower soil layers. The forests
occur in areas where rainfall exceeds water use. The excess rain tends

to wash the chemical constituents from the surface layers towards
the lower layers as it percolates downward- a process known as
leaching. In contrast natural grassland soils occur in areas where
there is little excess rain or even a pronounced deficiency. The

nutrients are then concentrated in the upper layers which contain the
bulk of grass roots. In such cases a crop like grass can withstand long
dry periods; trees demand a more reliable rainfall.
The climate determines the type of crop, and the type of crop influences the development of soil. The presence or absence of rain, the
prevalence of frost and other temperature factors also have a direct
influence on the soil.
In the polar regions at the northerly limit of plant growth, the soil
consists of a peat layer with a blue-grey mineral soil beneath. The

Not all soil is fertile
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subsoil is often permanently frozen and tbe upper soil suffers during
the brief summer from very inadequate drainage and poor aeration.
Apart from the Jack of warmth, the soil structure is unsuitable for
most agricultural crops and only the mosses and lichens, on which
reindeer live, can grow under such conditions which are usually

called tundra.
Further away from the poles, in the cold temperate zone, we find
soils known as podzols. The name is Russian in origin and could be
translated as ashes underneath. These soils do not contain ashes,
but have a whitish-grey layer similar in appearance to wood ash,
below the upper layers of decomposing vegetable matter. In this area
the rainfall exceeds the evaporation and the rain passes through the
vegetable layer and takes with it the humic acids which are formed
there. These dilute solutions of acid then dissolve all the constituents
of the natural soil except the grey layer of silica which they leave
behind. Below this grey layer is an unleached zone, often brown, red
or black in colour which now contains the nutrients removed from
the grey layers above. This bottom layer can be very hard and
impenetrable, and may also contain elements poisonous to plant
roots, so that its presence restricts the root range of crops.

Podzols are made by and are suitable for coniferous forests. They are
very acid in character and need large quantities of lime before they
can be used for many agricultural crops. To be suitable for the
growth of anything but their natural cover of pines or spruce trees,
they need expensive treatment and continuous maintenance.

In the warmer zones on the equatorial side of the coniferous podzol
belt of soils, are found the types suitable for deciduous forests,
which are known as the brown forest soils in the maritime areas and

the grey forest soils of the continental areas.
Here the rainfall is still excessive, but there is not so pronounced an
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for agriculture. This suitability is only maintained when the forest
layer is allowed to remain. If the forest is cleared and crops are
planted, the soils will deteriorate slowly unless action is taken to stop
their deterioration towards the podzol type of soil. These forest soils
have been widely used for agriculture in Europe ever since the
inhabitants abandoned the chalk grass-covered hills and learned how
to make clearances in the natural forest. Modern methods of soil
management and crop husbandry not only maintain the fertility of
these soils but in many cases improve it.
As the warmth increases in the lower latitudes and the rainfall relatively decreases, so that it is no longer excessive, we pass from the
natural forest zones to the realms of natural grassland. These
generally occur in the interior of continents where the winters are cold
and wet and the summers are dry and warm, which are not conditions
under which forests would naturally become established. A typical
grassland soil is the black earth of the steppe country, known as a
Chernozem. If the problems of drought in summer can be overcome and the rainfall is not too deficient, these soils are excellent for
many agricultural purposes. It is often a deep soil, neither too acid
nor too alkaline, and contains a high proportion of beneficient humus
formed from decaying grass roots. The presence of the many roots
has broken up the soil into small particles about the size of a little
finger nail. These crumbs of soil are porous, they retain moisture

Not all land is soil
The col of Grimsel in

properties encourage the growth ot tood crops.
This crumb-structure is of great importance and all good soils possess
this quality. A natural cover of grassland is the most potent and
effective way of creating this structure, which is one of the reasons

why a grass crop is included in many agricultural programmes or
"rotations".

On the drier side of the steppes we find the desert areas where rainfall
is very deficient. Natural vegetation is sparse or entirely absent and
the soils lack humus content. Nevertheless many of them are inherently fertile and respond to irrigation. In some areas such as the
Nile Valley the fertile soils are really composed of silt brought down
in floods from regions of vegetation elsewhere. Bad irrigation in
near-desert soils can result in an over-concentration of salts in the

surface layers which will render them completely unsuitable for
agriculture.
From the desert areas to the Equator we again pass through areas of
deficient rain, sufficient rain and excess rain, for example, from Sudan

to the Congo. Again the areas of natural pasture offer the best prospects for agriculture, but the violent nature of the tropical rains does
more damage than the gentler rains of the temperate regions. Rapid
evaporation also harms the soil surface structure which sometimes

takes on the appearance of cracked concrete. Drainage is not always
good and the exchange between air and carbon dioxide at the surface
is sometimes restricted. In general such conditions demand much

more careful husbandry than in the temperate zones.
The problem of utilizing the soils in the tropical rain forests is still
to be tackled successfully by modern agriculture. Because the rain
forest is their natural climax vegetation, the removal of such a cover

produces a soil which deteriorates quickly under other forms of land
use, although its initial state is promising.
To sum up, good soils are rare (see Figure 13); poor soils suitable for
improvement are far more common and need constant attention and

expense. No agricultural system can survive without careful tending
of the soil, a fact well known for centuries by the peasants in the
Far East. A farmer must live as if he might die tomorrow, but he
must farm as though he is going to live forever. The soil is in his
charge, he must cherish it, not abuse it. He cannot do without it,
neither can his children nor his great grand-children. Anything he
does which causes the soil to deteriorate or creates soil erosion is a

crime against posterity. He can in a few misguided years undo the
work of centuries of soil formation by the natural processes of

CLIMATE
CLASSIFICATION

immense quantity of facts and statistics and must reduce them to a
compact summary in order to present such data in a simple, understandable form. Simplicity is not only needed for clear understanding,
it is also needed for practical applications. To clarify the picture of an
infinite complexity of climates, many attempts have been made at
classification, although it might be argued that the natural vegetation
itself is the best classification of the world's climates that is suitable
for agricultural purposes.
Because the relation between weather and plants is complex, it is not
possible to find simple classifications. Their very simplicity must leave
out the complexities which may be deciding factors. Nevertheless the
simple classifications can be regarded as initial steps, which when
comprehended, can be reinforced by more complex structures.
Climate never fits into precise watertight compartments, it changes
gradually from one type to the next. Furthermore it is not constant
but changes slowly from one generation to the next, from one century
to the next, and from one ice age to the next. Its very nature seems
to rebel against rigid classification, even if we could find the exact
means to do so.
The meteorological elements usually available are rainfall and
temperature, and if we plot the average annual rainfall in inches (R)
against the mean annual temperature (T) in 'F we shall get a series of
points giving very simple representation of climate. Against these
points we can indicate whether the general type of natural vegetation
is forest, grassland or desert. If this is done we see that the desert
areas must fall below a line whose equation is R = 0.2T. In other
words, if the rainfall in inches is less than one-fifth of mean annual
temperature in degrees F, desert conditions prevail. At the other
extreme most of the natural forest areas lie above a line whose
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or grass with occasional trees (see Figure 14).

This merely emphasizes the broad dependence
of vegetation upon climate and for further use
more detail must be provided. Annual values
can get us no further. We must therefore also
consider two more important factors, namely
the seasonal distribution of temperature, especially the length of the winter, and the seasonal
distribution of rainfall, especially the length of
the dry season.

1IIIllil

Water surplus

E:::3 Water deficiency
fZZZ'2ZlJ Soil moisture utilization
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ASTRACHAN

Considering only the simple elements of rainfall
and temperature we can proceed on the lines
suggested by the details given in Chapters 4
and 6. We can distinguish four main temperature zones- the hot, the warm, the cool and
the cold. Within these zones the rainfall
regime will vary.
The hot zone lies near the Equator and is
distinguished by the fact that it has no winter in
the accepted sense of the term. All months are
"summer" months and at no time is it so cold
that crops could not grow if they had enough
soil moisture. This can be delineated on a map
by the mean temperature of the coldest month,
and critical values have been specified within the
17.8-20'C (64-68'F) range. If this qualification
is satisfied the climate may be said to be tropical ;
it is the hot zone where temperature is not
limiting for growth, but the reliability of rainfall
is the determining factor.
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Within the hot zone there are four types of
rainfall regime :
(a) Constant dryness, usually in zones of high

atmospheric pressure and wbere the winds have
travelled a long distance over a land surface.
(b) Marked summer rains and winter drought.

This is the tropical continental climate and is
often found in savannah type countries.
(c) Rainfall in most months of the year but
with two pronounced maxima as the low pres-

Figure 15
Comparison of seasonal precipitation and
potential evapotranspiration after the

forest areas of the intertropical zone.
(d) Rainfall at all seasons with no marked regular maxima. This is

ATHENS

the tropical maritime climate and is only found in limited areas over
islands and on the coasts where the winds blow inshore off the sea.
The warm climate and the cool climate, both of which are known as
temperate,-come next as we move away from the Equator towards the
poles. They again can be separated by reference to the mean temperature of the coldest month, which in this case must exceed 6.2'C
(43'F) for the climate to be called warm. This temperature also
seems to divide the evergreen from the deciduous forests.
The warm temperate climate also has different rainfall zones.
(a) Constant dryness, as in the Gobi desert.
(b) Some rains in spring and early summer as in the steppes lying

to the north of such deserts.
(c) Winter rains, as in the Mediterranean climate.
(d) Fairly regular rainfall due either to onshore winds or low pressure

areas and usually found on the eastern side of continents.

PRAGUE
®

The cool temperate zone extends towards the pole and is limited by
the length of the winter, not more than 5 months of the year must
fall below the 6.2'C (43'F) average. In this zone there are two main
rainfall regimes.
(a) Winter maximum rain, usually found near the west coasts.
(b) Summer maximum rain, usually found inland in continents.

Further towards the poles beyond the cool temperate zone lie the
cold climates where 6-9 months of the year are "winter", with mean
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temperatures below 6.2'C (43'F). These too have rainfall regimes
with either winter or summer maxima. Around the poles themselves
are climates with which agriculture need not yet concern itself.
In addition there are the special cases of mountain climates which tend
to have higher rainfalls or lower temperatures than the lowlands in
their vicinity.
Such a general scheme for classifying climates is an improvement on
the mere use of annual values but still has serious drawbacks when
precise details are required regarding the probable effect on the
growth of any particular crop. If in fact we knew the major links
between crop yields and weather we could map climates in terms of
the potential yield of the crop. If factors such as climatic accidents,
incidence of pests and diseases, level of fertility and quality of seed are
ignored, it might be thought possible that such a map could be drawn

this direction. He compares the monthly rainfall with estimates of
what is called potential evapotranspiration (see Figure 15). This
latter factor, although derived empirically and hence subject to
possible error, is basically dependent on the radiation balance. His
classification, in simple terms, depends on the evaluation of the
amount of water available for plant growth and the length of time
during which it is available.
Something of this nature is clearly necessary to obtain climate classifications which can be of real use to agricultural planning. Progress
so far made rather involves arranging a classification to agree with
the natural vegetation than using a classification to decide the future
planned cropping.
As a guide to present land use and as an indication as to how intensively it has to be used to feed the population existing in 1959 the
following table is interesting :
WORLD LAND USE

Acres per head of population
(I acre = 0.4 hectare)

Total
Area

Europe

U.S.S.R.
Asia
Africa
Oceania .
NOrth and
Central America
South America .
World

Arable or
cropped

land

Permanent Forest
land
grassland

land

Population
(million)

Other

3.0
26.7
4.5
31.8
125.8

0.9
2.6
0.7
2.4
3.6

0.5
3.2
0.7
6.2
55.4

0.8
8.8
0.8
7.8
8.1

0.7
12.1
2.3
15.4
58.7

420
210
1573
240
17

23.6
33.1

2.5
1.3

3.5
5.4

7.2
16.8

10.4
9.6

256
134

12.0

1.2

2.1

3.4

5.3

2850

The most striking figure is the one under the heading "other land".
It must be realized that the great majority of land in this category is
unable to produce food due to climatic or soil conditions.
Continually the meteorologist is striving to forge links between climate
and agriculture and in so doing, helps the agriculturist to decide
future strategy. However, although agriculture has always tried to
make the best use of climate, the very processes of farming themselves
help to modify the climate. The final climate for growth must therefore be a combination of the influence of nature which we have
attempted to describe in the preceding chapters and the influence of

•

The facts
The influence
of man

•

1

PLANTS AND
ANIMALS

his food production. The majority of landscapes around the world
are in fact man-made. He has imposed a land-use on the face of the
earth and in so doing has altered its appearance almost beyond
recognition. At the same time he has in fact modified its climate,
because the climate of any area depends a good deal on the nature
of the surface.
In particular man has converted wild animals into domestic animals,

and wild plants into cultivated plants. In the process of doing this
in any particular environment there came about a built-in quality of
compatibility arid suitability to the demands of the local climate.
Given a certain climate, it should be theoretically possible to produce
a breed of animal or variety of plant which would be ideally suited
to such conditions. In practice it is not so easy, partly because we are
not quite sure what we want and even less sure how to get it.
The problem is often approached by the introduction of new breeds
or varieties from other lands. As we are not quite sure what meteoro-

logical factors are important it is difficult to compare one climate
with another and .so the introduction of exotic species must at present

be always in the nature of a gamble. However, the more we learn
about the logical practical process of climate classification the easier
such methods will become, and in fact tremendous advances have
been made by this means.
Climate plays an important part in eliminating through natural
selection any breeds or varieties which are unsuitable for a given area,

but the natural process has been altered by man who desires certain
definite end-products. He wants a bull that will sire daughters with
high milk yields, not one who can kill all other bulls for miles around
in single combat. Selective man-controlled breeding, whether of
plants or animals, demands trials to assess the worth of the results.
The analysis of these trials always involves an assessment of the
weather during the trials, because the variation of the weather from
year to year or from place to place bas often a greater effect on yield or
performance than the difference in varieties under test. Furthermore

the need to recommend areas suitable for the introduction of new
varieties (the zoning of seeds) also demands a meteorological assessment. Success in one area does not conclusively imply success
elsewhere.

In both these difficult problems, the help of an agricultural meteorologist is needed to reduce the time involved in a trial and error system
of experiment. The lack of present theoretical knowledge hampers
him considerably so that no perfect answers can be given, but at least

aaoprea rnrougn rne accumUlarea wisaom or tne ages. 1vunor
changes are always taking place due to small changes in climate, the
availability of new mechanical aids, or other sociological or political
reasons. Major changes only now take place in what is practically
virgin territory and before such changes take place climatological
help is often needed.

When climatological data have been obtained, the interpretation of
such data is the responsibility of the agricultural meteorologist or the
meteorological agriculturist. If such an interpretation is successful,
less initial mistakes will be made in the development of a new area.
Of course the meteorologist is not the only specialist involved, he is
merely one of a team, but his contribution is a basic one which if
ignored, or ill-considered, can have disastrous results.

The most serious examples of the misuse of land and the neglect of
vital meteorological factors have led to disastrous soil erosion, which
has been called The rape of the land. This crime has been committed by many races of many ages in many lands, for to call it
anything less than a crime is to underestimate the importance of the
process.

2
EROSION

Erosion destroys in days or weeks what it has taken centuries to
produce, namely the fertile top-soil in which our plants grow. It is
often an irreversible reaction ; if erosion occurs it is generally difficult
to stop, it is often very difficult indeed to reclaim the eroded land.
Furthermore, it is a natural process, and all our valley soils were
brought about by erosion from the hills. It is therefore an ever-present
factor, but a factor which too often turns to our disadvantage by
sheer stupidity or carelessness.

Meteorologically speaking, erosion falls into two classes, one which
is brought about by too little rainfall, and the other by too much.
It is probably the former which brings about the most spectacular
results. It is not a modern phenomenon; the Romans experienced it
in North Africa, and races well before their time probably had the
same problems. In early history, when populations were small, it
was always possible to move away to new land. In modern times,
new land is hard to find and the destruction of old land by scientific
ill-judgment becomes a far more serious catastrophe.
In all parts of the world the weather varies about its average conditions. In particular the rainfall at any one place in any one period is
most unlikely to be the average. On at least half the occasions it
will be less ! When this occurs, and especially when the average
H' ;, 1 , ,
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land or the crops growing on it.
If this happens it is common to say the rains failed, but often
someone else has failed besides the rain. It is not always possible to
lay all the blame on the variations in weather. Such failures have
occurred in the past before man came on the scene. As a result the
natural vegetation probably consisted of tough grasses which used
such rain as did fall and ceased to grow when the soil around their
roots was dried out. The part of the grass that was above ground
died, but the roots underground remained, awaiting their next rains.
These roots held the soil together and if the winds blew over the dry
surface there was no loose soil to be lifted up in huge quantities and
deposited many miles away. Apart from the invasion of dry sand
on the fringe of an absolutely rainless area, the tough grass crop
held its ground and the process of erosion was slowed down to
sensible proportions.
Man, however, was not always content with the poor seasonal grazing

available from such lands. Attracted by the quick growing conditions
at the time when soil moisture was available, he forgot the natural
defences when the rain was absent. He ploughed up the land to
grow the cereals such as wheat in his endless and ever-growing
demand for bread. ln all probability he got excellent crops, for the

ms agncunura1 oUlput om were was reuwuuon IO come. 1n Ine
periods between cereal crops there were no longer any dense matted
roots to hold the soil in position.

Now, when the rains failed or were late in arrival and the winds came
instead, the soil started to blow. The modern expression for such
a state of affairs is a dust-bowl. The wider the area that has been
ploughed and turned from steppe or savannah country into arable
land, the greater the disaster can be. Wind is not the only enemy;
for when the delayed rain finally comes it sometimes does more harm
than good.
In the natural grass cover, the roots provided natural channels for the
water to enter the soil and the land drank in the rains thirstily, but
effectively. If the soil is fallow and the top surface is very dry, it is
very difficult for water to enter. It tends to stay on the surface, for
it is a paradox that water moves more easily through wet soil than
through dry. When it does enter a dry soil it does so unevenly
and the contours of the land tend to increase this uneven absorption. In a short time deep gullies are formed and once this starts
a system of quick runoff and surface drainage sets in which completely changes the face of the land. New streams carry off not only
the water but large quantities of soil as well. Once established the
scene is set for rapid erosion at every succeeding fall of rain.
Wind and rain are thus the obvious villains of the piece, but man was
the original villain and it is no use him blaming the elements for
something which he could have foreseen. If he alters the face of
nature he is responsible for the consequences and if he cannot think
far enough ahead to envisage such consequences, he should at least
learn from the experience of others.
In areas which occasionally suffer from too much rainfall the same
basic cause of widespread erosion is also evident. In such areas the
natural vegetation is generally of the nature of a forest. The trees use
more water in transpiration than grass, their roots penetrate deeper
into the soil, they can resist temporary droughts without dying. When
heavy rains do occur the presence of the deep roots again enables
the water to penetrate swiftly into the soil and the crowns of the
trees prevent much of the direct impact of millions of water drops on
the soil surface. The soil is neither hammered nor swept away and
the forests remain to grow another year.
]f, however, the forests are burnt to the ground, or otherwise removed,
they are usually replaced by grass or even an annual crop. When the
rains come the land is no longer protected by the trees, it cannot
absorb the heavy rainfall quickly ; runoff is almost immediate and
not only is there a greater chance of floods but slip erosion often
occurs especially if there have been large cracks in the dry soil. The
smaller root zones of the grass or similar crop cannot hold the soil

Soil ripe for erosio
Land which is flooded an•
then rapidly dried by ho
sun will crack and the surfac
will disintegrate, only t1
blow away as dust whe1

ana nature nave taKen tne1r toll. r~owaaays wnen more IS Known or
rainfall and rainfall rates, amounts of transpiration, and the physics
and mechanics of the soil, erosion should be a vanishing crime but
mistakes are still being made.
Lest it should be thought that this is but a local problem, some statistics from the United States of America are worth quoting. In that
country the problem has been thoroughly investigated and so more
details are available than from other areas. In a total usable land area
of some 2000 units (actually the unit used is millions of acres),
100 units are no longer in use due to severe erosion, nearly 300 units
are suffering serious erosion, and almost 800 units have undergone
moderate erosion. This means that over half the farm land has been
affected to a greater or lesser degree. Other parts of the world under
a similar climatic stress have no doubt a similar tale to tell, and no
traveller in any continent with his eyes open can avoid seeing evidence
of land misuse.
There is, however, ample evidence that governments and farmers
everywhere are now becoming more aware of the danger. Steps are
being taken to avoid this loss of irreplaceable land and the-metearo~
logist has joined the ranks of the fighters against erosion.

actually in the other direction. Throughout recorded history and
possibly for long before that man has watered his crops. In so doing,
he has completely altered the moisture climate of his soil, and he has,
in effect, altered the rainfall to suit himself and his needs. The fact
that in the older types of irrigation he brought in the extra water by
flooding or channelling does not alter the case.
Many old civilizations of the Middle and Far East had agricultural
methods based on intricate and elaborate irrigation systems. The
failure of such systems or the slow change of climate leading to a
drying-up of the source of water supply led to the migration of large
communities and even to armed invasions. Irrigation thus has a long
history, especially in the semi-arid countries. Modern developments
have brought about two major changes to the age-old picture.
Irrigation has become a science and not an art, and moreover it has
become a science which is being practised in areas where hitherto the
rainfall had always been thought to be adequate.
In dry areas irrigation makes all the difference between a crop .and
no crop at all. The percentage increase in yield is thus infinite. In
temperate countries, crops would grow without irrigation but even so
skilled irrigation has at times doubled or even trebled the yields.
Rainfall is one of the most variable of meteorological elements and
irrigation helps to counterbalance the irregularities of rainfall.
Experience has shown that such action is often economically justified
so that irrigation is now not only a recipe for survival in a dry area
but it is the prescription for plenty elsewhere.
A meteorologist is not only concerned because he has knowledge ot
the rainfall and can form an estimate of its possible variations. The
rate of water use by plants during transpiration through the leaves
has been proved to be a function of meteorological elements. If we
know the temperature, sunshine, humidity and wind, for example, we
can form an estimate of the maximum possible (or potential) transpiration by a crop. Other methods of arriving at similar estimates have
been devised using even simpler meteorological data such as mean
temperature and day length. Close relations have been found by
experiment between the water use of crops and evaporation measured
by various methods.
The meteorologist thus can not only help the agriculturist to find how
much water has been added to the soil but also how much water has
been abstracted. As the object of irrigation is often to maintain a
regular regime of soil moisture, the science of meteorology has now
entered into the art of irrigation. Crops can be watered by amounts
and at interv.als determined by meteorological methods.
This is a revolutionary change in agricultural and horticultural
practice and helps in two ways. Irrigation planning is now put on a
n
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IRRIGATION

Furrow irrigation in
Baluchistan
Controlled irrigation near
Quetta

A supply of water is the key
to production
A UNESCO hydrogcological
expert surveying the water
resources of north-eastern
Brazil, encounters a peasant
who is also connected with
water supply

Irrigation is not a new process
A camel-driven Persian
well in Baluchistan,
a method of water supply
that has existed for

Irrigation needs a supply of water, which must be constantly available
in adequate quantity and quality. Even in a damp, temperate country
such as England, a farm can in summer use as much water in irriga-

tion as all the inhabitants of a moderately sized town. What is more,
domestic and industrial users of water are not literally consumers.

They borrow the water and return it in a liquid form after use,
although admittedly the returned water is liable to be contaminated
to a greater or lesser degree. If a crop uses water it does in fact
consume the water, for it changes most of it into water vapour and

releases it into the atmosphere, from which it does not return until it
rains somewhere else.

Irrigation therefore demands very extensive plans for water conserva-

tion and water storage and in this matter, meteorologists, hydrologists
and water engineers face the most important problem in food production. The limit of the use of fresh water in any area is only reached
when no single drop is allowed to flow into the sea and the evaporation loss from storage reservoirs is cut to a minimum. In some coun-

tries, such for example as Cyprus, this state of affairs has almost been
Sprinkler irrigation in U.K.
Even the wetter parts of the
world are seeking higher
yields by the use of water

Furrow irrigation in France
Irrigation by flood or furrow
demands little capital
expenditure

water is already creepmg up the estuanes.
Many countries have constructed darns to conserve water and use the

supply both to generate hydro-electric power and for irrigation. In
Australia, for example, rivers which used to flow eastwards from the
Snowy Mountains into the Pacific Ocean are now diverted westwards
and help to create electricity and grow more food before the small
unused part of the water reaches the Indian Ocean in the Great
Australian Bight.
Meteorological help and advice are needed at all stages in such
schemes which are increasing in number in all quarters of the globe.
The problems are immense and if all meteorological resources were
devoted to this one aspect of applied science they might still be
inadequate to meet the demand.
The experience which is being gained in the Snowy Mountains and
in the Tennessee Valley of the U.S.A., not to mention countless other
schemes in Africa, Europe and Asia, points the way to the irrigation

and water supply plans for the future. The control of water is the
key to development and the meteorologist is one of the teams of
experts who is helping to fashion the key.
Sprinkler irrigation in Africa
New irrigation equipment
is now being used in all
parts of the world
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best when sheltered from the wind or that animals sought the shade
of trees in the heat of the day. The part played by shelter in land
nse varies from country to country according to what type of adverse
weather it is necessary to modify.
In areas with very cold winters, shelter is necessary to help to provide
a more uniform snow cover to protect crops from frost_ penetration
and to help retain the best distribution of soil moisture when the
snow melts. By careful planning, snow drifts can also be controlled.
In the spring season in these areas, and also in areas with a more
clement temperature regime, shelter from cold winds can promote
earliness in crops and give added protection to animals from the
climate stress. At all times of the year shelter can mitigate the effect
of strong damaging winds.
These winds can be general or local. In the Rhone valley for example,
the cold north wind called the mistral, flowing from the Alps to the
Mediterranean, is an age-old enemy of those who live on the land.
As the old French proverb states : The three curses of Provence are
the Durance, the mistral and Parliament. In this estimation the
natural enemies, the floods of the Durance river and the strength
of the mistral wind, outnumber the human disadvantages by two to
one. It is not surprising that shelter against the mistral is a common
feature of the landscape of south-east France.
The need for shelter has determined the nature of the landscape. In
some areas, where wind is not a recognized enemy, most kinds of
shelter are absent, producing a typical unbroken prairie panorama.
In the gale-swept coasts of western Europe, such as Brittany or
south-west England, the fields are small and lined with thick hedges
or tree-belts.
In cool windy areas, shelter does not only reduce the strength of the
wind, it also enables the surface soil and the surface air to warm up
more quickly by day, and it tends to reduce the loss of moisture by
evaporation. In hotter climates, however, the need for warming
shelter changes to the need for cooling shade. The presence of shadegiving trees in the savannahs of the tropics has been shown to bring
about better grazing conditions.
Not only animals need shade in the tropics; some crops such as cocoa,
demand it. In a Mediterranean type of climate with a hot dry summer, the sparse grazing available for sheep and goats is often only to
be found where some shade from the hot noonday sun is possible.
Shelter is also a potent factor in the war against soil erosion. The
destruction of all trees in a sub-arid area inevitably increases the
surface winds and the consequent blowing away of the loose dry
top-soil.
Shelter, however, is not an unmixed blessing. If it is composed of
living plants, they take up space, using moisture, nutriments and
or
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money to construct ana to mamtam. i::>nener may cause a wwenng or

night temperatures and increase the risk of frost, it may provide
unwelcome loss of light ; it may harbour pests or encourage the
incidence of disease.

Shelter thus needs careful planning to make the best of its advantages
and minimize its drawbacks. As one of its chief consequences is an
alteration of the microclimate affecting the plant or animal, the
meteorologist has first to measure and understand such changes and
secondly to learn ways of designing shelter to obtain the required
results.
Shelter, like the practice of irrigation, is therefore a form of climate
control which has marked effects on world food production. It is
also a factor in food storage and the indoor climate of buildings is
only an extension of the microclimate problem of shelter in the open.
Food losses in storage can be considerable, and better knowledge of
indoor climates would help to reduce them.
The external climate, the building materials and building design,
determine the details of indoor climate. Such a climate controls the

Shelter implies shade
In hot climates, shade from
the sun is more important

these facts. The rectangular design of old Norwegian farms with
their inner courtyard and compact buildings were a reflection of the
rigours of the climate. It was not merely poverty that caused many
races in many lands to share their living houses with their livestock.
In modern agriculture with its increasing use of powered machinery
the pattern of farm buildings is altering and not always is it altering
for the better. It is significant that there is now an increasing trend
in the countries with cool or cold winters to provide covered yards
for over-wintering cattle, which allows their access to stored fodder.
Improvement of climate goes hand in hand with reduction in labour.
The creation of larger and larger units for pig or poultry rearing has
led to an increased interest in indoor climate. The need for eliminating
all loss of food during storage is more and more important as the
cost of food rises and it is clearly nonsense to produce higher yields
in the field and allow larger losses in the store.
Wherever climate is involved, the meteorologist is the man who should
be one of the first to be consulted. It is he who should understand
the physical processes of weather and by theoretical consideration
and practical experiment he should be able to help others find the
way towards creating better artificial climates suitable to the stored
food, animals or humans concerned.
A great deal is known about the physical effects of shelter and more
each year is being found out about the biological effects. The erection
of shelter and the erection of buildings is a costly business and the
best results can only be obtained with correct meteorological advice.

PESTS

modifications of the meteorological conditions which influence the
production of food, but there is a secondary effect of weather which

AND

has an even greater influence in certain areas. This is the presence of

DISEASES

pests or diseases which is a direct reflection of the existing climate
and weather.
The human population of the world may be large, but there are
many more times as many insects living in the same space. Many
of these are in highly organized communities, and far too many
are harmful to men, his crops and his animals. If we could find
a method of counting the carriers of disease we should find that
their population would be far greater still, so that the enemies of
mankind in his struggle for existence certainly do not lack a numerical
advantage.
In this insect-versus-man warfare there are some areas in which

man already appears to be losing. It has been estimated that some
four million square miles of Africa are denied any increase in agricultural production due to the presence of the tsetse fly. The plagues
of locusts have been a major peril to crops for thousands of years.
It is not only the insects themselves that are dangerous. Mosquitoes,
for example, carry the organisms of diseases such as elephantiasis
and malaria. Past records have shown that one person in six suffered
from malaria, and that the mortality was as high as one death some-

where in the world every 10 seconds. No race that is stricken by
disease can find enough energy to undertake successfully the hard
work of cultivating the earth.
The relations between weather and pests or diseases are slowly
being discovered. More progress is perhaps being made in relation
to diseases because pests have freedom of movement and are thus

more independent of the existing weather. The agricultural meteorologist is a contributor to this research and the results have been
very valuable. The aim of such research is not only to find these
relationships but to make use of them to forecast the onset of such
diseases, or the invasion by pests.
Shelter belts in the Durance
Valley

The belts of trees stand up
above the floods. They
are commonly used in
southMeast France as a defence

Once such forecasts can be made with reliable accuracy, they can
be used to organize action against the enemy. Such action also
involves meteorological conditions which, determine the efficiency
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procedure and cannot generally be undertaken unless it is likely
to be efficient. It is meteorological help which contributes largely
towards this desired efficiency.
The type of meteorological help is varied in the extreme, ranging
from the temperature or humidity at a height of one millimetre to
the wind at 5,000 metres. The former might determine the life or
death of an insect and the latter tbe track over the earth of a disease
spore liberated in one country and finally deposited to infect the
crops of another several hundreds of miles away.
The weather is partly responsible for the intensity of the attacks
by pests and diseases and the meteorologist is responsible for the
weather, at least in so far as the interpretation of it is concerned. In
this case he is concerned with not only the forecasting of its behaviour
but also helping to forecast the results of such behaviour.
It is inevitable that this type of applied meteorology has made most

progress in the more scientifically advanced countries of the world,

Anti-locust campaign machine-power
Demonstration of anti-locust
aircraft spraying at an FAO
training course in Morocco

L~~:St~'being fed poison

bait during FAO operations
in Morocco

process can neither be swift nor easy because many of the methods
can only be applied in certain climates, and they have to be modified

when used elsewhere.
For example, in some parts of the world low temperatures may be the
limiting factor to the spread of a disease, in other parts high temperatures may be the effective brake. The art of the field research worker
is to determine the major limiting factor in any one area and to
concentrate on the evaluation of such a factor. The difficulty is to
discover the critical values which are important, but the redeeming
feature is that much success can be obtained without knowing the
whole truth. Moreover meteorology helps not only to anticipate
attacks but also helps in formulating efficient means of combating
them by dusting or spraying.
Pests and diseases must be defeated if we are to grow as much food as
the world needs and the meteorologist has within his science many
new weapons and strategies to assist in bringing about this defeat.

msasters oeyonct the present control ot man, but tires and tioods,
although often natural in origin are often intensified or made more
frequent because of man's influence.

Fires may be started by lightning or by spontaneous combustion,
but they can also be started by the ignorance or stupidity of human
beings. The climate and the past weather determine the liability to
fire. Once started, the wind and the weather determine its spread and
the possibility of putting it out. The meteorologist can assist both
in assessing the fire risk and in selecting the best methods of fire
fighting.
Many countries such as Sweden, Poland, Canada and Australia rely
on meteorological help in protecting their forests against fire. The
two major factors are the state of the forest land, which can be
assessed by inspection or by consideration of past weather, and the
current and future weather which are the concern of meteorologists.
The potential loss due to fire, both material and of human life, is so
great that it is economic to spend large sums of money in alerting
the fire fighters when the risk is high. On the other hand such defences
cannot be mounted continually.
A similar state of affairs exists in the defences against floods. With
unlimited money, no doubt perfect defences could be designed and
built, but this can never be a sensible method of procedure. Unfortunately man has often, by his own actions in changing the face of
nature, .increased bis liability to flood damage. Under natural conditions, floods will still occur, but natural safety valves would have
been retained. Every river in the world has its own flood plain, which
it will occupy in times of spate. If this flood plain is now occupied
by farms or buildings the weather cannot be held entirely responsible
when flooding causes damage.
Agriculture has also brought about increased drainage and felling of
trees, both of which processes enable more and better crops to be
grown. Both processes, however, lead to more rapid runoff in times
of heavy rain and the increased runoff pours more water into rivers
which are now flowing between artificially restricted banks lined
with human occupation. Floods have occurred since the world began,
but the damage caused by the floods is often intensified by shortsighted human action.
Floods arise for four main meteorological reasons. Firstly snow may
melt quickly and in large quantities causing floods in the immediate
vicinity or much further away, possibly in other countries which never
experience snow but into whose territory the snow~fed rivers flow.
This is often a regular annual occurrence and sensible hydro-engineering precautions are taken with the aid of meteorological observations

FIRES
AND
FLO 0 DS

countries in the world the Netherlands nas prooamy surrerea mosr
from such disasters, although whole islands have been wiped out by
tidal waves in the Pacific. Since much of the Netherlands has been
made by man and lies below the level of the sea, its liability to sea
flooding is understandable. As a result its defences against the sea
which are designed to protect human lives and growing crops are
constantly being improved.
Flooding by sea water is generally due to a combination of the effects
of wind and tide, the forecasting of wind being the responsibility of
the meteorologist and the tides the problem for the hydrographer.
Man's coastal defences against the sea must be kept under constant
review if he is to escape damage and loss of land through coastal
erosion. Another effect of on-shore winds and high tides is to reduce
the output of fresh water from rivers. If this happens when the river
is bank-high, inland floods of fresh water can also occur.
The two other causes of floods are due to excess rainfall. In one
case the rain falls extremely heavily for a short time over a relatively
small area. Rainfall at the rate of 25 mm (I in.) per hour has been
known to fall in New Zealand, for example, for as long as 24 hours.
Over shorter periods much heavier rates have been recorded in many
countries which are subject to such violent storms. No system of
drainage, whether natural or man-made, can cope with such downpours and flash floods must result which do intense local damage
to crops, livestock and can cause loss of life. Although such losses
are not likely to be on a large scale, little can be done in defence
against such disasters ; the storms are difficult to forecast and almost
impossible to specify in their exact future location.
The other type of flood due to excessive rain is the one which results
from long rainy periods over a considerable time. The persistance

Flood control in Greece
Inspection of a flood control
ditch at Koila-Skafidhi.
The mountains in the
background show the
effects of the natural process
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damage and is the greatest potential danger to agriculture. Meteorologists can help not only in planning defences against such floods but
also they can assist in forecasting the dangers.
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Flood control is the counterpart to water supply for irrigation ; both
are aspects of the problem of water use. Floods that are averted and
water that is put to work in the service of mankind are both essential
parts of a programme towards greater food production.
When land is being farmed intensively, it is quite common to find
methods being used which create an almost artificial climate. The
~use of glass cover is a case in point, whether it is in the form of large
glasshouses or small cloches or frames. The climate under glass is of
course par!ly dependent on the external climate but it does create
different growing conditions and enables crops to be grown out of
season or throughout an extended season.
This is especially the case when additional heating and lighting are
provided as is usually the case in commercial glasshouses. In recent
years there has been an increased use of plastic materials to supplement or replace glass cover. Plastic sheets have also been used with
success as a surface mulch for plants and have resulted in better food
production.
For expensive crops it is also not unusual to find electricity being
used to heat the soil, quite apart from the more usual form of air
heating by oil or solid fuels. In all cases energy is being used to
improve the growing climate and obviously these methods are most
in use in the cooler .areas of the world where the natural heat from
the sun is insufficient except during the summer period. They are
merely an extension of the old methods of preparing hot-beds by
the use of manure.
The reverse side of the picture is seen in the hotter countries where
plant houses are constructed of wooden slats with air spaces between
them. These cut down the heat received by the sun's radiation and
enable tender young plants to be grown which would otherwise die
in the far too intense conditions of the open air.

Another successful form of artificial growing is known as hydroponics which dispenses with the need for soil. The crops are grown
in a rooting medium such as sand or gravel and are fed by introducing
the appropriate plant nutrients in the water supply. Very large yields
have been obtained in this way and it could become of increasing
importance in areas where the natural soil conditions are very poor.
Pr::~d-ir.::~llv ~111 thP rnmmP:rf'i~T
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Crops such as rhubarb are forced in special sheds, and as a general
principle, the more valuable a crop is, the greater is the tendency to
spend money creating special climates for its growth. It is true that
the total world production of such crops may be small but men will
never be content to live by bread alone and the luxury crops of
today are the necessities of tomorrow.
A basic diet will keep man alive but the art of living demands certain
extras to help him enjoy life. The French saying that "a meal without
wine is a day without sun" is a sound philosophy. A people that
have eaten and drunk to their satisfaction are a contented happy race
and surely life demands happiness as well as mere existence. The
Spanish express their sentiments in a similar fashion El agua, para
Ios bueyes, el vino, para Ios reyes. Water for oxen, wine for kings.

It is no coincidence that the great civilizations of this world have
given due importance to the questions of cuisine and the provision of
palatable food in liquid form, which need not be alcoholic.
It is therefore not illogical to include under material aids the science

of production of drinks from grown plants or fruits and meteorology
is again involved because the process involves questions of tempera-

ture and humidity both in manufacture and storage. As glass also
forms part of the title of this chapter the implied pun on the use of
this English word may perhaps be forgiven. After a hard day's work
in the field the farmer surely deserves his glass of something, whether
it is made from rice, kava, millet, grapes, barley, coffee, cocoa or tea.

The pattern of the earth's drinking habits is an interesting reflection
of the climate. In the driest hottest zones, alcohol is usually forbidden
on religious grounds, a prohibition which has a sound medical

backing. They also are generally areas where little can be grown
which would provide such a drink. In the less hot and more productive areas the grape is widely grown producing the wines which
range from the finest vintages to the vin ordinaire.

In cooler climates the vine will not grow and then beer in some form
or another becomes the national drink. In colder areas still, spirits
are more common, because man needs heat internally as well as

externally and cold beer is poor tipple in a northern winter. Rum is
one of the exceptions to this rule for it is distilled from the sugar
canes which grow ·only in tropical conditions. Brandy is also a
partial exception, but it can be regarded more as an extra, than as a
staple drink. Excess of alcoholic drink is to be deplored both morally
and medically, but it will be a sad day if no such aids to gracious
living are available in moderation to mankind.
The importance of temperance as regards the consumption of alcohol

~Lronger unnKs nave aaopiea Ine oesi
proverbs and acquired the best publicity. Nevertheless the fact
remains that the drinks which have conquered the world and which
are drunk by millions far removed from the country of origin are
tea, coffee and cocoa. The growth of each of these crops which
produce world-wide beverages are confined to relatively small areas
of the earth's surface and the restrictions on such forms of production
are functions of climate.
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Meteorology and applied science are concerned in all forms of provision of artificial climates and also in the growing of plants which are
to be processed into forms of liquid food, be it vodka or fruit juice.
The growth of human populations and the raising of their standards
of living demand not only increased food supplies but also better
quality food which will bring health, strength and satisfaction.

In many parts of the world, food production is limited by the occurrence of frost during the nights of late spring or early autumn. The
damage due to such frosts and the consequent loss of food is particularly serious because the late spring frost can occur several weeks
after annual crops have started to grow. The temperature on one
single night can ruin a fruit orchard or vineyard. The early autumn
frost can curtail the growing season by several weeks before the
general decrease in temperature would cause growth to cease.
It is not surprising therefore that many agriculturists have struggled

to find reliable methods of protecting their crops from frost at these
times of the year. We have already referred to the use of glass cover
which provides a limited degree of protection against frost, and crops
which are subject to artificial heat under glass are obviously almost
completely safe.
Such methods can only be used over limited areas and fruit growers
and vignerons have to protect crops in the open. The methods they
use are many and varied and meteorologists have often helped to
assess their efficiency. For example in Australia and elsewhere it is
common practice to irrigate the crops thoroughly about the critical
frost period. When the soil is kept moist in this way, the heat that
is conducted back from the soil to the air is increased and there is
less risk of frost. Similarly there is less risk of frost over bare soil
than over a grass cover.
Apart from such husbandry methods, more elaborate precautions
have to be taken when the frost may be severe. A common defence
is the supply of heat from fires burning oil or sawdust which are
im'
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FROST

the use of smoke, either from smudge-pots which produce more
fumes than heat, or from chemical types of smoke.
Late spring frosts are often confined to the lower layers of the air and
above such layers there can be found air which is above freezing
point. Large fans have been tried to stir up the air and bring the
warmer layers down to the ground with the result that a field or
orchard so equipped could bear a close resemblance to a helicopter
airport.
Unfortunately none of these defences gives a high degree of protection
and all are expensive or time-consuming to work. Of recent years
however there has been a large increase in the use of water-sprinkling
equipment against frost, especially on the continent of Europe. In
this method fine water sprays are kept going over the crop to be
protected throughout the period when the temperature is below
freezing point, and as a result the mixture of ice and water over the
plants keeps them at a temperature of ooc (32°F). Protection up
to S'C of frost has been recorded in experiments designed to test
this form of defence, but it is not always possible to use such sprays
unless there is ample water available and the soil is capable of absorbing the excess water without suffering structural damage. Spraying
over glass cover was also found to be at least as effective in preventing

the penetration of frost as the older method of laying mats over the
glass.
A meteorologist is not only useful in helping to design such methods
and in assessit1g their effect. He is also concerned in the selection of
sites which are least liable to frost. He has studied for many years the
features of the landscape which cause an increased frost risk. Such
features may be the nature and lie of the land itself or man-made
features such as walls, fences or belts of trees.
Cold air, like water, tends to flow towards lower levels, and therefore
frosts are often worse in valley bottoms than they are half-way up a
hillside. If the downward flow of cold air is impeded, "frost pockets"
may be formed and create hazards to crops. A meteorologist can
help to recognize such dangers and make suggestions for their avoidance.

He can also take measurements of minimum temperatures over an

area and by such a survey indicate areas which will have least risk
of frost. To grow food successfully is a constant struggle against the
elements and frost is one of the most insidious enemies. With the
help of science, both in strategical planning and tactical action, this
enemy can be largely frustrated even if it will hardly be possible to

must adJUSt Jus actJons to take the best advantage of the conditions
which nature offers him. The supply of weather forecasts to agriculture thus sets the scene for a form of meteorological judo. What
cannot be cured, must either be endured or neatly side-stepped.
Forewarning of the probable weather is thus a form of forearming
the farmer. He can plan his work much better if he knows what is
going to happen. Sailors and countrymen everywhere are renowned
for being weatherwise, and the number of weather proverbs in every
language prove that this art is age-long and widespread. So wellestablisherl indeed is their reputation that many believe they are
superior to forecasts prepared by more scientific means. A cynic
might deduce that as in many other walks of life the amateur is
preferred to the professional.
Most weather traditions which have entered into the folk-lore of
nations are in fact the result of generations of outdoor experience.
They cannot be lightly rejected nor can they on the other hand be
regarded as being beyond suspicion. The wise farmer combines his
own knowledge with the official advice and tries to make the best of
both worlds. At the moment of truth, the decision has to be made by
him and he stands or falls by the consequences. The responsibility
of the scientist is to make available the best possible advice on the
future weather in so far as it is possible to foresee the changes ahead.

The agriculturist's choice of farming or farming method is based on
the prevailing weather of the area or, in other words, the climate.
His day-to-day actions are based on the weather which occurs. The
more he can plan ahead the more he can take advantage of helpful
weather and avoid harmful weather, then the better he can farm and
the more food is available for everyone to eat.
A farmer is interested in weather at any time of the year, but at
seed-time and harvest he is particularly concerned. No crop will grow
unless it is well sown at the right time and no crop is safe until it is
fully harvested. At both times of the year the farmer has some
freedom of choice in the timing of his operations and weather forecasting assists in the correct choice.
In certain climates the weather is so dependable that forecasts have
very diminished value, but in most food-producing areas the weather
variations are sufficient to upset the agricultural operations and
prejudice their success so that advance knowledge of their variations
is both desirable and necessary. By selecting the timing of a farming
operation to suit the weather, the farmer influences the effect of
weather on his activities, and so modifies the control of climate, for
he above all others knows Weather, wind, women and fortune change

f 0 RECASTS

WEATHER
CONTROL

and its effects. Such control may be inefficient, limited in extent, and
even perhaps devoid of any conscious deliberation, but it does exist.
Some of the effects of man's action have indeed been so catastrophic
that it would be kinder to suggest that they were unconscious and due
to ignorance rather than malice. Nowadays, however, when the
phrase weather control is used it implies a degree of direction of
large-scale weather effects, the prevention of hail, the creation of
rain, or even the changing of the climate of a subcontinent by devious
means.

The truth of the matter is that mankind is learning how to harness
large new sources of energy at such a rate that he is tending to lose
his sense of proportion. The supply of energy available in all largescale weather processes is far, far, greater than anything man has ever

been able to produce. Man cannot therefore at present control the
weather in the sense that he can force it to do whatever he wishes, if
for no other reason than that he simply has not the energy available
to carry out the enforcement. What he can do, when matters hang
in the balance, is to attempt to tip the scales one way or another.
He has, in effect, a casting vote if he knows how, where and when to
use it, but he has no working majority.
For many centuries the prevention of thunderstorms and especially
hailstorms has been the concern of farmers who stood to lose their
crops. The methods used have varied from the beating of drums or
the ringing of bells to the firing of rockets. It is equally difficult to
convince their exponents that their efforts are in vain, or to convince

an impartial scientist that they are successful. The difficulty of proof
lies in the fact that it is almost impossible to know what would have
happened if no such action had been taken. In the meantime the
converted will continue to use their chosen method and the sdentist
will continue his search for logical proof.
The same difficulty arises in considering artificial rain, namely, the
problem of proving that the action taken has indeed caused the result
observed and not just coincided with it in time and place. No modern
scientist would claim to be able to cause rain to fall from a clear
blue sky. Many experiments, however, have tried to prove that rain
can be encouraged or increased when the natural conditions are on

the verge of rain. ln other words the scientist was giving the weather
a slight push over the difficult parts, generally by some form of cloud
seeding.
Analysis of the results of such experiments seems to suggest that
under some circumstances, rainfall is slightly increased and in others

sub-anct areas IS so urgent that etrorts in this direction will obviously
continue all over the world.
Throughout the ages, man has had to endure droughts and floods,
storms and tempests and he has always sought for some reason for
such extremes, attributing it to many things from the wrath of the
gods to the action of his enemies. Of course, the causes do exist, but
they are perfectly natural causes and so far no action by man such
as the use of high explosives has ever been proved to have more than
a purely local effect on the weather.
Every time any rumour of major meteorological disaster occurs or if
the weather is warmer or colder or wetter or drier than usual, there
is always an understandable tendency for men and women to regard
themselves as unfairly treated. All such things have happened before
in history and will, no doubt, happen again. Man is far more likely
to ruin himself rather than his climate by the indiscriminate use of
bombs, and up till now he has had far more effect on weather by his
misuse of the land than the over-application of nuclear physics.
Perhaps it is just as well that mankind is more successful in controlling
the smaller effects of weather and he can leave the major effects to
more impartial rulers. Certainly if weather were controllable,
everyone would complain, because no single type of weather would
suit all needs. At present man's influence is still subordinate to that
of nature, but although he is under her thumb, he is still struggling.

View of cloud 13 minutes
after seeding with dry ice ;
the cloud has shot up
about 1600 metres, and
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INTRODUCTION

The first essential is that there should be new thinking about the
problem. We must adjust our thoughts not only to our own future,
but also to the future of others elsewhere in our own country and,
more important still, to the future of other people in other countries.
This new thinking provides the only type of mental climate in which
progress can be made.
In order to think clearly we must have new facts. The clearest, most
unselfish and conscientious thinker in history could not come to the
right conclusions unless he knew the true state of affairs. The best
architect cannot plan a good building if it is to be built with bad
bricks, rotten concrete and weak steel.

Facts, even established facts, are useless in themselves. Even if we
were to obtain every detailed fact about every single plant and animal
in the world, even if we knew exactly what weather was occurring
every second in every cubic centimetre of the air, we should still be
helpless unless we knew how one is affected by the other. We need
new knowledge of tbis interaction. Much as we know already, there
is far more waiting to be discovered. It is a wise man who realizes

the limits of his own ignorance. In the absence of full knowledge,
we need new experience. What pure science cannot solve, applied

science must. Urgent problems need urgent decisions and cannot
abide indefinitely for the perfect solution. The experience of a lifetime in the field can be paralleled by a field experiment and thus
reinforced or amended. Even if we do not know why and how
things happen, we can at least find out where and when. After new
knowledge and new experience come new techniques and new

methods. Habits evolved slowly over the centuries are often basically
sound but that is not to say that they are incapable of improvement.
New methods may provide an opportunity to progress, but they
cannot be adopted without a fair trial; operational research must
follow hard on the heels of pure and applied research, in order to
provide new services.
New lands are needed, and they will not be easy to find or to use.
The first-comers to any feast will naturally fill the best places ; the
late-comers will only find the seats which have some disadvantage.
Where land exists today which has not been cultivated in the past,
such apparent neglect is assuredly due to some very potent reason.
Finally there are new responsibilities, which fall on the shoulders of
farmer, government minister and technical adviser alike, and which
must be considered internationally. The very existence of the United
Nations and its specialized agencies depends on the appreciation of this
essential fact. While it is true that the strength of a chain is the
strength of its weakest link, this is not the only analogy which is
suitable to the circumstances. Each member of this chain could also
be likened to the different sized molecules of a mixture of gases
constrained by a balloon of ignorance. The sum total of their mental
energies bombarding the surrounding membrane increases the internal
"...... t..a ...,. ,.....f """"fnl
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the man-in-the-street and the commercial and industrial interests
must realize what is going on. Nothing can make much permanent
headway against a dull weight of public apathy, or, what is worse,
widespread antipathy. Lip-service has always been paid to the overriding effects of weather on food production, but it is only in recent
years that major attempts have been made to do something about it
in a scientific manner. That is not to say that the best farmers all over
the world have not brought about and maintained many improvements over the course of years, but that in the present century science
has come more and more to their aid.
What is needed now is first the recognition of the fact that the problem
exists, secondly the appreciation that science in general and meteorological science in particular can do much to help, and thirdly the
whole-hearted collaboration between all concerned to put this help
to good effect.
The pure scientist is perhaps the least affected of all. To push forward
the frontiers of scientific knowledge is an exceptionally difficult task.
To succeed, a man engaged on basic fundamental research must be
blessed with a touch of near genius, he must be guided in a very
clear-sighted and understanding manner, or, in some rare cases~
allowed an unusual amount of individual freedom amounting almost
to studied neglect, and most of all, he must at times be granted more
than his fair share of luck. Chance plays its part in science just as
much as it does in a state lottery. Pure research must generally
follow its own paths, for it is fashioning the keys to doors which
never previously had been opened or whose keyholes have never been
found.
While the pure scientist can inhabit his ivory tower, the applied
scientist carries out his work under the full glare of current events.
His problems are real and pressing, his answers must be given without
undue delay and they must be the best possible answers up to the
time of "going to press"·. Not for him is 100 per cent perfection the
practical target, he would settle for 75 per cent correct any day. The
meteorologist is no stranger to this type of situation. The whole art
and science of weather forecasting has operated under similar conditions for generations. A weather forecast is the best available assessment of the future which is limited by existing data and skill. The
astonishing thing is that it is so often correct, not that it is occasionally
wrong. In any case, wrong or right, it has to be given, published and
acted upon. A forecast cannot await the result of the research of the
next ten vears. An aoolied meteoroloe:ist in

NEW
THINKING

the more ne aoes tne oeuer ne snomu oecome. ! ne nnesr sc1enusr IS
not one who never made a mistake but one who learnt most from
the mistakes he did make.

Clearly the main bnrden of future work in meteorology in the fight
against hunger is going to fall on the shoulders of the applied research
worker. New thinking, however, implies that he cannot work alone.
The meteorologist must have the collaboration of agricultural scientists, and they, on their part, must have his help readily available.
Each, on their own, can and do make progress, but acting in cooperation they can do infinitely more. Furthermore, both sets of
scientists, agricultnral and meteorological, need the support of
advisory and education officers, so that their findings can be passed
along the line to the farmer and the farm worker.
New thinking in the advisory field presents many difficult problems,
not only scientific but political and sociological. Nevertheless it is
vital to the success of any campaign. New ideas are useless unless
they are put into practice, and the process often demands the exercise
of the finest arts of diplomacy. It is true that omelettes cannot be
made without breaking eggs, but a smooth transition from one
farming tradition to another leaves far less resentment in its trail than
an abrupt change. More improvement schemes have been ruined by
lack of tact than by incorrect theory, although the more spectacular
failures always fall into the latter category.
Tact and diplomacy, however, are not only needed by one side, they
are also needed by those at the receiving end. Many farming traditions are based on long practice and many are basically sound. That
is not to say that none of them is ripe for reinforcement, re-fashioning,
or replacement. Old methods need reviewing, new methods need
introducing, and new thinking must invade the farm, either boldly
through the front gate or gently and almost insidiously through the
farm boundaries. Demonstration and visible examples teach more
than lectures, but the farmer and farm worker, whatever his age and
degree of responsibility must be willing to learn.
The climate oflearning and improvement does not depend entirely on
the scientist, the adviser and the farmer. The administrator has also a
major part to play. The finest general in history, the finest troops in
the world, are lost without skilled detailed planning by the staff.
The most difficult administrative problem today is in the correct use
of science in the interests of the community. Agriculture is the most
difficult industry for which to legislate, chiefly owing to the vagaries
of the weather. It is to be hoped that better knowledge of agricultural
'U
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figures are a necessary evil. A house cannot be built on sand, an
argument fails if it is based on inaccurate data. A farmer must know
the facts about his farm, a government must know the facts about
its country's agriculture, a United Nations Agency must know the
world state of affairs. As long as the facts are put to good use and
not just collected for collecting's sake, they are the equivalent of
military intelligence. No army, no campaign, no plan can function
blind.
Meteorologists are no strangers to facts and figures, they have been
brought up with them and use them as a kind of international language. Old-established habits have both strength and weakness.
When they are good they are very, very good but when they are bad
they are horrid. Even a bad habit may become hallowed by tradition.
It is a great credit to the wisdom of our forefathers that many meteorological habits of fact-finding have stood the test of time. Very few
have needed major modification over the years, and the errors and
consequent weaknesses have generally been personal rather than
universal.

Even so, the classical climatology of the world is not in a perfect
state. There are blank areas where few observations have ever
been taken due to the absence of people or the lack of immediate
demand for such data. There are some areas in which the data are
of variable accuracy. The climate of all areas in the world is continually changing, and although such changes may be relatively small,
they may be very significant to agriculture, so that our observations
must be accurate enough to recognize them.
The modern climatology has broken away from the scientific purity
of its predecessor, it demands new types of meteorological observation and new methods of analysis and presentation. A simple weather
forecast can be regarded as pure meteorology, an aviation weather
forecast could be termed applied meteorology because it presents
the future weather in terms which are important to the airline pilot.
Pure climatology is the synthesis of weather, but applied climatology
is the presentati9n of the same facts in the manner which is most
significant to one user, one type of farming, one type of animal, or
one type of crop.
This is not easy, because we do not know the full relationship between
weather and agriculture. In other words, we do not yet know what
exact types of meteorological facts we need, and even if we did, we
mi ht not have them r dilv · · il le. Success breeds su

NEW FACTS

being made at an increasing rate. As our facts 1mprove, so can the
reliability of the deductions made therefrom, and ultimately, the
soundness of the decisions of policy based on such deductions is
increased.

Facts are the bricks with which scientists build, and as bricks can not
be built without straw, the scientific straw is the accuracy of the facts.
The mortar binding the bricks together is the brain of the research
worker. The completed building, made to the design of the planner
is for the better living of all men and women.

4

NEW
EXPERIENCE

Facts, however excellent in themselves, can not tell us everything.
New methods, thought out in the mind and based on sound reasoning,
must be tested in the field, for the proof of any pudding must be in the
eating. Field experiments are essential for two reasons, as a trial and
as a demonstration. Farmers learn most from looking over someone
else's hedge to see what results his neighbour is getting. No applied
scientist can do all his work at his desk, he must test his theories in
practice.
Field trials in the past have sometimes been laid down without
adequate meteorological help. In such cases they have sometimes
failed to give the full answer because the effects of the weather have
over-ridden other factors. Weather can not yet be controlled except
to a limited extent in artificial climate chambers. If it can not be
controlled its effects have somehow to be assessed. No field experiment can go on for ever, and during its limited life the experimenter
is extremely lucky if he manages to carry out his work in a fair sample
of weather. By the sheer perversity of nature it seems only necessary
to plan an irrigation experiment for it to rain harder than it has done
for years. If the weather does allow the field work to progress at all
and results are obtained some measure of weather assessment will
avoid totally wrong conclusions being drawn. Incidentally it is not
always realized that the slow progress of many field experiments is
due to the fact that only one can be carried out each year at any one
place. In the laboratory the chemist can stop and start afresh the
next day or the next week. In the field there must be a delay until
the Earth moves round the sun to the correct starting point in the
year.
In theory the statisticians should remove much of the guess-work from
the conclusions to be drawn from experimental results, if they have
been allowed a-share in the experimentaLdesign. Statistics are good
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statistics is that the tests will prevent undue optimism. A startling
result may be pure chance ; statistical tests will show the possibility
of this. On the other hand statistical "significance" may, or may not,
prove the validity of a result. It merely removes some of the sources
of error, others may remain undiscovered.
One comforting state of affairs arises when we are dealing with
possible ways of increasing food production in areas where the
existing level is very low indeed. Unless the methods show marked
improvements on the existing standards, it is hardly worth while
chasing the second or third decimal points. Precision is needed but
not pedantry.
There is one danger in those field experiments which lead to empirical
answers. Empiricism is rarely a fit article for export. Like some of the
lesser-known wines of France it cannot travel without losing some of
its quality. The results of field work give excellent guidance to local
problems. They may answer questions of a similar nature elsewhere
but they may not. One small factor may have changed and it may
be the controlling one. This danger is particularly grave if experimental results are transferred from one type of climate to another.
This state of affairs merely reinforces the need for new experiments.
Not only must they be planned in new areas but also with new vision.
The time is short, the art so long to learn, and yet without field trial
we can make no sure progress. The applied scientist must walk his
wary way somewhere between the fools that rush in and the angels
that fear to tread.

Much can be done by the application of existing knowledge, much
more could be done if we knew a little more. New facts, new experiments, each in their way help to provide the best possible answers,
but new truths can provide better answers still. The applied scientist
is in fact looking in two directions. He is watching the battlefield
to make sure he recognizes his enemy and understands the way in
which the enemy forces are deployed. He is also looking over his
shoulder to see what new weapons are at his disposal, fashioned by
the results of "pure" research.
Pure research in meteorology may seem to be far divorced from the
problems of food production; however, not only can better knowledge
of the atmosphere lead to better weather forecasts, bnt new techniques
h
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NEW
KNOWLEDGE

enced or even controlled by the weather. Unless the processes o!
micro-weather are understood or at least measured, there is little
chance of finding out how the weather affects the growth. Without
such new knowledge our approach to the solution of agricultural
problems must always be semi-empirical.
Unlike the results of field experiments, the results of new knowledge
<:an be universally applied. A small step forward in pure research
can lead to a great advance in practice, just as the displacement of a
small stone on a hillside can lead to an avalanche. New knowledge,
however, cannot be obtained for the asking.
It is often recommended that help must be given where the need is
greatest which, on the face of things, is a sound moral precept. In
science, however, it is advice of doubtful value. When attempting
to climb an apparently unscalable mountain, a climber does not
choose the hardest approach. He selects the way which seems to be
the easiest and promises to lead him to the top in the shortest time.
A research worker in a new field does not always choose the hardest
problem first, he selects the easiest and deals with it in the most

promising manner. When he has scaled the lower peaks of ignorance,
he can then plan his assault on Everest. This is sound practice and
follows the vital principle of armed warfare, namely, economy of
force and effort.
A research worker must walk before he can run, and if walking does
not bring him to his goal quickly enough, he often has to resist the
temptation to mn to avoid the risk of falling and never getting there
at all. Nevertheless, the urgency of the food problem and the growing
importance of the time factor make it essential that he should be
walking in the right direction.
Progress in the acquisition of new knowledge has been made at an
increasing rate in the present century. New methods are qeing
employed so that at times biology seems to be becoming almost a
branch of mathematics. Control chambers producing artificial
climates, sometimes called "phytotrons'' are being built in several
countries, and each new one profits by the experience gained by its
predecessors, and increases our chance of studying the fundamental
principles.
The sciences of plant and animal breeding similarly progress at an
ever-increasing rate and while meteorologists seem only to be holding
a watching brief in such advances, the factor of environment is of

nem Iney are a1so or equal Importance m tne laooratory.

Such co-operation must not be limited by differences in scientific
discipline, differences in race, or differences in language. It is important that before any research worker starts on a new problem, he
should know what work has been done before on the subject. He
has to review the literature. This process is becoming difficult as
the volume of research grows all over the world. The exchange of
information is one of the most important administrative problems in
the scientific world of today.
It is not only the exchange of printed information that is needed, for

much of the experience of research workers never reaches publication.
Details of failures, or what the military call "negative information",
have untold value. There is just as much reason why successes should
be repeated as why failures should be known about and avoided.
Despite this, very few scientific papers are ever written describing a
research effort which failed.
The process of obtaining new knowledge therefore depends a great
deal not only on the widespread circulation of printed intelligence
but also on the personal exchange of views, hopes, thoughts and
opinions. It is here that the meteorologist can play a very important
part. His is the one science which is common to all the others. Each
agricultural science has its own sphere of influence, some of which
overlap and some en_tirely separate. Meteorology is the kind of
science which can be represented as a mathematical envelope for it
touches all the other sciences at one point or another. It is the liaison
officer par excellence.

New knowledge and new experience lead to new techniques. As many
of the techniques have been arrived at with the help of meteorology,
it is clear that their application to practical farming will also need the
help of meteorology to a greater extent than hitherto. Not only must
meteorological help be fed to the research worker and field experimenter to help him solve his problems, not only must their advice
and knowledge be available to administrators to assist them formulate
their plans and policies, but also the farmer needs more service from
meteorology to help him use the new techniques and carry out the
new plans.
Meteorological forecasts have always been designed to be of service to
agriculture, but a fully adequate service is easier to conceive than to
r.
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country to country according to the variability of the weather (one
might almost say, the perverseness of the weather). Secondly there
is the difficulty in communication. Aviation forecasts have reached
a very high standard, mainly because the requirements are known
and understood and each individual pilot gets personal attention
both before and during a flight. If the same degree of close co-operation and individual service were available to farmers the problem
would be much easier.
Soils, plants and animals, however, vary more in their weather
tolerance than do aircraft and airports. Pilots are concentrated at
departure and arrival points, they are in constant communication
with controllers throughout their working hours. Farmers are
scattered and out of touch with wireless, television or telephone
much of the day, if ever they are fortunate enough to have access to
such means of communication at all.

In those countries which are strangled by telephone wires, deafened
by wireless sets or blinded by television screens, it is not often realized
that many parts of the world have so far escaped these mixed blessings. The finest forecast service is helpless if it cannot make available
its advice to those who require its help. It therefore stands or falls
by the efficiency of its communications ; if none exists, it is dumb and
therefore useless. New services to the farmer demand new methods
of passing the information. The drums of Africa, the smoke signals
of the old Americas, may still have a part to play.
The strength of modern forecasting lies chiefly in its ability to give
accurate weather details over a short period of future time. As the
time factor increases, the degree of accuracy and the degree of detail
decreases. An airline pilot needs the very type of forecast which at
present it is easiest to produce at a high standard. A farmer needs
less detail but he would like the forecast to be of a longer period.
He is not only concerned with the weather during the working hours
of the present day, but also during tomorrow, during next week,
next month, next season, next year or even the next 10 or 20 years !
Weather forecasting is a most difficult subject and research progress
is inevitably slow, but progress is being made. Even if longer-range
forecasts of weather or climatic change could only be made with
an accuracy of 2 correct forecasts in 3, they would be of inestimable
value to agriculture.
More rapid progress may be envisaged in the forecasting of the
secondary effects of weather. By such a phrase we mean the fore-

depend on the torecasung ot tne tuture weather. .t<orecasts can be
made on existing evidence and with knowledge of past weather.

The forecasting of agricultural yields, both of plants and animals,
can be of great help to the administrator for such factors are of
considerable economic importance and economics in its broadest
sense is as much a part of the problem of food production as is the
growth of an individual plant. Meteorologists in many countries are
playing an increasing part in the making of such forecasts, and as
more of such forecasts are made, so the increasing experience leads to
increasing accuracy. A dependable standard of accuracy in any
forecast is essential, for a bad forecast can cause more trouble than
no forecast at all.
Striking advances have been made in the application of meteorology
to the forecasting of the incidence of the pests and diseases which
affect plants and animals. Successful forecasts have been made for
days, weeks and even months ahead which enable preventative or
curative methods to be applied efficiently. The methods of communication between the forecaster and the farmer are improving. In the
Netherlands and Belgium for example, forecasts of the disease of
apple scab are available by telephone; in the United Kingdom,
weekly forecasts of potato blight are put out on a television network;
in France a system of advice by postcard to individual farmers has
been in operation for several years.
Such forecasts can only be made as a result of collaboration between
meteorologists and pathologists or other biological scientists, and it
is not an impossible vision of the future to envisage systems of forecasting of this type on a whole-time basis in every agricultural area
of the world.
The forecasting of floods or fires demands an equal degree of co-operation with foresters, graziers, or water engineers. In many countries
where there are ever-present serious dangers, such services are already
in operation, and the help of meteorology and hydrology is constantly
being improved both in technique and in extent. The forecasting of
tropical cyclones has long been a major pre-occupation of the countries liable to be damaged by such extreme meteorological conditions
and similar attention is now being given to tidal waves and sea surges
which may follow earthquakes or severe on-shore gales.
Forecasting, either of weather or its effects, is not the only service
to agriculture in which improvements are likely to be made in future
in the war against want. New farming techniques involve meteorological factors, and the interpretation of these factors cannot be left

In fact in all agricultural planning, there are problems when a
meteorological consultant can help, if only as a "devil's advocate",
for he is the one who is most conversant with the weather which can
be the fanner's friend or his most deadly enemy. If he has full
knowledge of the weather and the climate and the way in which it
affects farming operations he is in an admirable position to offer
the best available advice.
Such advice is not only needed in countries which have reached a
high standard of technical development. It is also of the greatest
importance in areas where completely new developments are planned
or new lands are being opened up. Most countries take meteorological factors into consideration when making such new plans, and
some of the best results have been obtained where a meteorologist
has been one of a survey team which has explored the possibilities
of the new territory. As always, application of existing knowledge
and co-operation with other specialists are the keys to a correct
appraisement of the situation. Furthermore, judgment improves
with experience, not all mistakes are repeated and gradually the
composite skill of the teams improves.
Together with services of this nature, we must link the problem of
education. The one who makes the most use of meteorology is often
the one who knows most about meteorology. The main trouble is
that many people are unaware of their own ignorance, especially on a
subject like weather, in which everyone is his own expert. Education
at all stages in the life of a member of an agricultural community
is vital to progress and in such education, meteorology must be
included. Many plans are being made to ensure that this is so, both
at universities and on farms.
The best services in the world are useless unless they are used and
no one will make the best use of a service he does not understand.
Farmers tend to be conservative by nature, they have seen worlds .
change but to them the land is eternal, it seems always to remain the
same. They view changes with suspicion, preferring a devil they
know to one they know not, and yet they are as good as the next
man at knowing how many beans make five; or which side their
bread is buttered. When they are convinced of the excellence of a
new technique, they will adopt it, albeit slowly, as long as economic
conditions permit them to do so. It is always the younger, rather than
the older fanner, who will welcome changes but sometimes he
welcomes them too enthusiastically. Undue optimism can be as
serious a handicap as undue caution. The farming generation of
tomorrow will certainly be more scientifically minded, and more
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and the reason is often climatological. Either the climate is too cold
or too dry or too wet. Naturally the areas in which the weather is
k:indest are those where agriculture thrives. In the new lands some
areas seem to present problems which are unsolvable, but there are
others in which the problems are solvable but the solutions have yet
to be found.

NEW
LANDS

Much progress has been made in the present century. In the northern
hemisphere, especially in Canada and in the U.S.S.R., cultivation
has pushed further and further north into high latitudes. In the arid
zones, new lands have been made productive in countries such as
Israel. New large-scale irrigation schemes have come into operation
in Australia, Africa, India, Pakistan and the U.S.S.R., to name but
a few. Developments in the humid tropics, where excess of rain
rather than absence of moisture is the difficlllty, are taking place for
example in South America. Everywhere, all countries are seeking to
make better use of land.
Some even seek new land from the sea itself. The reclamation of
polders in the Netherlands, for example, is a classic example of the
triumph of science and engineering over nature. Some quarter of the
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Some land is too cold
A United States Navy vessel
in the Antarctic and a local

Some land is too dry
A palm plantation in a
a le wit the sand

w nat once was part or the sea became an mlanct Jal(e an et then a
chequer-board of fields growing some of the heaviest yields of crops
in the world. Such immensely successful enterprises can only be
undertaken under special circumstances, but similar work is being
undertaken elsewhere to reclaim land from the other type of seathe sea of sand. The sea of snow, on the other hand, is less amenable
to man-made discipline, because there the weather factor is still in
complete command.
Other reclamation schemes involve the bringing back into cultivation
of land ruined by erosion or over-concentration of salts due to
inexpert irrigations, and in each scheme the meteorologist has help
to offer, because it is the weather as well as mismanagement that has
caused the land to come out of cultivation, so that the new methods
of husbandry must take the weather factor into consideration.
Strangely enough, some of the new lands to be used for food production may not even be dry land at all, but the sea itself. An oysterbed produces a heavier crop of food per acre than an equivalent area
of land although it takes a long time to do it. Oyster-farming is one
of the few examples where sea-food has indeed been cultivated. In
most countries sea fishing is still at the equivalent stage in agriculture
of harvesting wild plants grown by chance. If we reach the stage
where fish are treated like animal livestock, the meteorologists'
knowledge of sea temperature and sea behaviour could be of great
value in a new industry.

The waters can also be
harvested
A fish breeding pool at

NEW
RESPONSIBILITIES

new ideas, new facts, new research, new experiments and new

tech~

niques, demands above all new responsibilities. Such responsibilities
have to be undertaken by all concerned from Head of State to the
individual worker ; but much of the co-ordinating responsibility
must fall on the shoulders of the United Nations Agencies which
are indeed basically designed to carry out such work.
Within the structure of the World Meteorological Organization,
with its headquarters at Geneva and its membership of over 100 Member States and territories, there are eight technical commissions, all

of which have some part to play in the new responsibilities that have
to be undertaken to free the world from hunger.
The Commission for Aerology (CAe) may be said to concern itself
with problems pertaining to pure meteorology. As we have explained
earlier, research into the physics and dynamics of the atmosphere is
essential to provide new meteorological knowledge which can be
applied to practical problems of agriculture. Research may be a
long-term investment which sometimes brings no dividends at all,
but better understanding of meteorological physics is essential for any
continued progress in any application of the science.

The Commission for Instruments and Methods of Observation
(CIMO) has also a part to play. Research and experience, whether
in the laboratory or the field, need accurate methods of measurement
and instruments, new or old, which must not only be accurate, but

their readings must be strictly comparable so that results in different
countries and under different conditions may be correctly appraised.
The weather is difficult to assess in a series of figures and yet it looks
deceptively easy. It contains too many factors which are disturbed
and distorted by the very process of measurement. The skill, experience and advice of the members of this commission are extremely

valuable to any agricultural work which involves the assessment of
the weather factor.
The Commission for Maritime Meteorology (CMM) has always been
concerned with those who go down to the sea in ships and as long
as fish and the products of the sea remain part of our diet they are
bound to play a helpful part in such food production. If the sea, as a
source of food, is subject to future development on an increasing

scale, the research into maritime meteorology will be put to uses

obvious responsibility, caring as it does for the needs of aviation.
Nevertheless aircraft are being increasingly used in agricultural
matters, especially in large, sparsely populated areas. New Zealand,
for example, has used aviation in agriculture for many years and the
bulk of her fertilizers are supplied by aircraft : spraying, seeding, and
even the dropping of farm materials, such as fencing, are carried out
from the air. Aircraft have been successfully used against locusts in
Africa. Agricultural aviation may be a new baby but it is an extremely
thriving one. It has been estimated that the total number of aircraft
in use in service to agriculture is at present about ten thousand.

Much of the work of the Commission for Synoptic Meteorology
(CSM) is concerned with international co-operation for the provision
of the basic observational material from which forecasts are made.
The need of agriculture for accurate, detailed and easily available
forecasts is self-evident and the efficient working of this commission
and the implementation of its decisions cannot but help in better
services to farmers everywhere.

As with weather, so with climate; the Commission for Climatology
(CC!) has in its power the ability to make available the knowledge
of the world's climate which is so essential for future plans for food
production. One of their terms of reference is explicitly: "The
arrangement of climatological data in order to meet the needs of
hydrology, agricultural meteorology and other special branches of
meteorology".
The two remaining commissions are more intimately concerned with

the needs of the agricultural industry. The Commission for Hydrological Meteorology (CHM) considers a subject which is of paramount
importance in the development of agriculture. To obtain the maximum food from the earth, not only must every scrap of land be put
to its best use, but every drop of water must also be put to good
effect. The key to higher production in many areas, even those
popularly regarded as wet, lies in skilful control of soil moisture.
This implies irrigation, and irrigation needs immense quantities of

water. Only hydrology can solve this problem of water conservation
and water use. Drainage, seepage, evaporation, storage, floods and

droughts all fall within its sphere and all are vital concerns of the

dealing with matters oi direct Importance to tooct proctuctwn.
is therefore worth while to quote its terms of reference in full:

1t

A. The commission shall be responsible for:
(a) The observation, measurement, evaluation and suitable presentation
of single and complex factors of weather and climate as they affect soils,
plants and animals and their enemies : and

(b) The meteorological aspects of phenology and physiology,
B. To fulfil this responsibility the commission will advise on :
(a) The most practical utilization of knowledge concerning weather and
climate (natural and artificial) for agricultural purposes such as conservation of natural resources, land utilization, the increase of the area of
agricultural production, the improvement of agricultural products and
the selection of improved varieties of plants and breeds of animals;
(b) The combating of unfavourable influences of weather and climate on
agriculture ;
(c) Methods of combating pests and diseases affecting agriculture;
(d) The protection of agricultural produce in storage or in transit against
unfavourable influences of weather and climate ;
(e) Weather forecasts and warnings for agricultural purposes.

A more practical and fundamental list of responsibilities could hardly
be formulated and it must be stressed that the members of this
commission are fully alive to the fact that they cannot carry out this
programme without the help of agricultural scientists. Collaboration
on a national and an international scale is continually stressed and its
continued progress and development is demonstrated in the increasing
volume of helpful practical results.
The work of the technical commissions and their numerous working
groups on special subjects is not the only manifestation of the interests
and responsibilities that the World Meteorological Organization has
in this matter. For example, within the framework of the United
Nations Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance, a 14-day
seminar was held in Venezuela in September 1960 on the subject of
tropical agrometeorology. This was attended by 44 participants from
10 countries, and a series of lectures and demonstrations was given
by three experts, one from the Argentine, one from the United
States of America and one from the United Kingdom. Such meetings
are of great value in stimulating research and experimental work and
in co-ordinating efforts made in neighbouring countries with similar
problems.
On a more individual scale, experts are lent to countries to help them
ff':llnw .... hin>;;
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and another from Israel has been in Turkey for a year, while a young
Turkish hydrometeorologist spent a year studying his subject in the
United States. There are many more such examples to be found in the
Technical Assistance Programme which are too numerous to mention

here.
Such assistance is not only given within the framework of meteorological administration because help is also given to the projects of
other agencies of the United Nations. A meteorological expert
worked with the water resources team on a survey conducted under

the auspices of the United Nations Economic Commission for Latin
America.

Another gave lectures at the Technical University at

Ankara, sponsored by UNESCO. It is perhaps with the Food and
Agriculture Organization that this system of mutual help is most
effective. The responsibilities of that agency include the promotion
of national and international action towards the improvement of all

aspects of the production of food. They are concerned with the
provision of technical assistance and advice to the farmers of the

world and with the furtherance of research. It is therefore natural
that international agriculturists and international meteorologists
should work side by side in problems of common interest such as the
elimination of the Desert Locust, the planning of land use and
development in relation to the climate and other similar projects.
Science knows no boundaries in itself, and where apparent boundaries

exist, circumstances demand that they should be surmounted.

The World Meteorological Organization is thus well on its way to
assuming its new responsibilities, in fact the responsibilities cannot be
called "new", but merely increased and extended.

Any extension

cannot take place in isolation and just as growth depends on external
climate, the rate of increase of technical assistance and the assumption

of new responsibilities depends much on the external mental climate.
As the value of applied meteorological help becomes realized and as
its capabilities improve, the present trickle can become a flood which

could carry away to oblivion centuries of hunger and want. The
treasure chest lies before us, the key is in our brains, the determination to insert it in the lock and to turn it to obtain the contents is the

new responsibility of us all.
One man's hunger and want is every man's hunger and want.
B. R. SEN
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